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 “In the popular mind, an anarchist is a person who throws bombs and commits 
other outrages, either because he is more or less insane, or because he uses the pretense of 
extreme political opinions as a cloak for criminal proclivities,” wrote Bertrand Russell in 
1918.1  Of course, as he went on to explain, this perception is completely inadequate.  
Anarchists make up a far more nuanced group than the negative image painted for the 
public.  Historically, anarchists were just like everyone else; they had beliefs, hopes, 
doubts, inner conflicts and contradictions.  A study of anarchist education at the 
beginning of the twentieth century reveals that they cared deeply about children and the 
future of humankind.  Historian Paul Avrich’s extensive research on anarchist education 
thoroughly demonstrates this more complex, softer side of anarchism. 2  Inspired by the 
martyrdom of Francisco Ferrer, Spanish anarchist and founder of anarchist schools in 
Barcelona, anarchists worldwide applied their radical principles to the creation of 
“Modern Schools.”  In these schools, anarchists attempted to blend Enlightenment ideals 
of freedom with politically revolutionary goals.   
                                                          
1 Bertrand Russel, F.R.S., Proposed Roads to Freedom: Socialism, Anarchism and Syndicalism 
(New York: Henry Holt & Co., 1919), 30. 
2 Scholars largely regard Paul Avrich as the authority on the Modern School movement in the 
United States and a leading figure in the study of anarchist history. See Paul Avrich, The Modern School 
Movement: Anarchism and Education in the United States (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1980); 
The Haymarket Tragedy (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1984); Anarchist Portraits (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1988); Sacco and Vanzetti: The Anarchist Background (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1991).  Furthermore, from the 1970s to the early 1990s, Avrich interviewed scores of 
anarchists, including former teachers and students from the Modern School in New York City and Stelton. 
Paul Avrich, Anarchist Voices: An Oral History of Anarchism in America (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton 
University Press, 1995).  Up until Avrich’s work, Laurence Veysey’s 1973 book, The Communal 
Experience, was the most extensive study of the Modern School. In his research, Veysey attempts to better 
understand the counter-culture movements of the 1970s by exploring anarchist and mystical counter-
cultural intentional communities in the early 1900s, including the Modern School and the anarchist colony 
in Stelton, New Jersey.  Laurence Veysey, The Communal Experience: Anarchist and Mystical Counter-




The Modern School movement reached its zenith in the decade following Ferrer’s 
1909 execution by the Spanish government for sedition, but declined by the 1930s 
(indeed anarchism in general lost popularity following the 1917 Bolshevik Revolution in 
Russia), and eventually disappeared by 1958 when the last Modern School closed.  The 
school at the Ferrer Center in New York City and later Stelton, New Jersey, is largely 
considered the longest-lasting and most notable experiment in anarchist education.  It 
began in New York City in 1911, registered some early successes, but in 1915 moved to 
New Jersey, where, some historians feel, it experienced eventual failure exemplified in its 
ultimate closure in 1953 (by then functioning mostly as a small kindergarten).  In the 
countryside of New Jersey, the anarchists built a colony around the school for the parents, 
teachers and other radicals who wanted to escape the poor conditions of the city.  As 
scholars have demonstrated, the school had already abandoned many of Ferrer’s 
principles by 1925, and within a few years the day school lost most of its teachers and 
students.3  These failings may have been due in part to some inherent contradictions that 
vexed the movement and its philosophy, for example the conflict between anarchism’s 
individualist and community-based emphases.  Similarly, teachers at the Modern School 
struggled to reconcile the libertarian and political aspects of Ferrer’s model, a distinction 
to be elucidated later in this introduction.  In any case, the missteps of the Modern School 
movement, as well as its triumphs, are worth exploring, particularly for radicals and 
educators today.   
                                                          
3 In addition to Paul Avrich and Laurence Veysey, Geoffrey Fidler and Florence Tager’s essay 
also demonstrates that the school became far less political after the move to Stelton, New Jersey.  For 
instance, Tager points out that in order to remove the school from the increasingly dangerous radicalism in 
New York, leaders at the Modern School in Stelton argued for a shift to individualist pedagogy more 
similar to Tolstoy’s school.  Florence Tager, “Politics and Culture in Anarchist Education: The Modern 




The few historians who have researched the Modern School movement have 
presented work that is either too laudatory or overly critical, a bifurcation I plan to rectify 
with this paper.  Paul Avrich claimed to be impartial in his comprehensive narrative of 
the history of Modern Schools in the United States, but he overly praised the radical 
education movement.4   Providing a more critical analysis, Joel Spring focused on 
anarchist education theory, but largely neglected the application of anarchist principles in 
the day-to-day workings of the Modern School.5  Scholars like Geoffrey Fidler and 
Florence Tager have attempted to remedy the lack of critical analysis of the theory and 
practice of anarchist education in their writing.6  They have concluded that the Modern 
School was at its best when it found a balance between the political and libertarian 
approaches.  In this paper, I argue this was not necessarily the case.  In its later years, the 
Modern School became less political and academic, but still aspired to Francisco Ferrer’s 
ideals by having the students work collectively on projects they eventually presented to 
the public, like artwork, a play, or a publication.  Through student-produced art and 
literature, the teachers at the Modern School aimed to create an anarchist society in the 
                                                          
4 In his seminal book, The Modern School Movement (1980), Avrich offers little critique of 
anarchist educational theory, beyond documenting only what the anarchists themselves said and wrote.  
Avrich attempts to show the general public that anarchists were not all bomb-throwing maniacs; rather, 
they were people like everybody else.  His book tries to meet the anarchists on their own terms, which is 
why it is largely descriptive and features extensive quotes from the anarchists’ own writings.  Avrich has 
been called partial and sympathetic to the anarchists by scholars like Robert A. Rosenstone, who viewed 
Avrich as “more a partisan than a critic.”  Rosenstone, The Journal of American History 67, no. 4 (1981): 
953.   
5 Spring’s book does not solely focus on the Modern School movement, but instead offers a survey 
of “the major radical educational ideas flowing from anarchism, Marxism and the Freudian left.”  His work 
provides a concise theoretical analysis of Modern Schools, and while brief, his work stands out as the only 
critique of the ideologies behind the movement at the time.  Joel Spring, A Primer of Libertarian Education 
(New York: Free Life Editions, 1975), 10. 
6 Geoffrey C. Fidler, “The Escuela Moderna Movement of Francisco Ferrer: ‘Por La Verdad Y La 
Justicia,’” History of Education Quarterly 25, no. 1/2 (1985): 103-32; Tager, “Politics and Culture in 




here and now.7  Thus we can view the anarchist classroom as a microcosm for a potential 
anarchist society, and using it as a sort of litmus test, we can begin to assess the viability 
of anarchist theory in practice.  Additionally, the student products from the Modern 
School reflect broader debates within anarchism about the political role of art.  In this 
paper, I plan to examine this student work, along with the writings of the teachers, for 
what they reveal regarding the contradictions within anarchist theory, the practicality of 
anarchism, and the anarchist view that humans were born free of corruption.   Also, I plan 
to analyze how anarchists attempted to measure the Modern School’s success and thereby 
justify their approach.  By no means need anarchist education’s occasional contradictions 
and missteps be seen as evidence of its failure— the Modern School created life-long 
learners who remembered their time at the school fondly.  The school also provided an 
alternative setting for those students for whom public school proved too constraining.   
The Modern School’s failure had less to do with the attempts of the teachers or 
anarchist pedagogy per se, and more with the anarchists themselves, who failed to fully 
adapt and keep pace with shifts in New York and America during the Gilded Age, 
Progressive Era (which saw the rise of Progressive Education), the period of America’s 
involvement in both World Wars, and the post-war prosperity of the 1950s.  This is not 
necessarily laying blame on the anarchists—the changes that were happening in 
American society were beyond their control.  Indeed, perhaps the Modern School 
movement only succeeded initially because of the specific political and social 
                                                          
7  In the introduction to Radical Gotham, Tom Goyens describes this as “prefigurative politics”; 
that anarchists “believe that the actions, methods, and organizations of revolutionaries should prefigure the 
kind of society that is desired,” and that the “desire for transformation and resistance can and should be 
consummated in the here and now.”  Tom Goyens, “Introduction,” in Radical Gotham: Anarchism in New 




circumstances that were unique to late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century America; 
and likewise ended under circumstances similarly unique, but different, after the World 
Wars.  It may be the case that the Modern School existed in a brief moment in American 
history that allowed such a radical experiment to happen in the first place.    
The Modern School movement demonstrates how changes in America in the late 
1800s and early 1900s changed the radicalism of immigrants and anarchist theory itself, 
particularly in New York City, a center for capitalism and immigration.   The brutality of 
the Gilded Age, coupled with the harsh experiences of immigrants, proved conducive to 
anarchism.  Beginning in the early 1900s, however, harsh government responses to 
anarchists carrying out their “propaganda by deed” led many immigrants to abandon 
radicalism (publically at least), and encouraged assimilation into American society to 
avoid being stereotyped or even deported.  The 1917 Russian Revolution also devastated 
the movement, as many anarchists, especially Russian Jews, left America to join the 
struggle (only to become disillusioned and disgusted with Bolshevism in most cases).8   
The Russian Revolution delivered a sort of deathblow to the movement by sparking a 
Red Scare from 1917 to 1921 that saw the implementation of even harsher measures and 
the deportation of anarchist leaders in the 1920s.9  What is more, the rise of Bolshevism 
created ideological divides among radicals.10  Indeed, World War I and the Russian 
                                                          
8 See Kenyon Zimmer, “Saul Yanovsky and Yiddish Anarchism,” in Tom Goyens, ed., Radical 
Gotham, 45. 
9 In addition to Russians and Germans, Italian anarchists were also targeted as the United States 
entered World War One in 1917, as Bencivenni’s research demonstrates.  Conditions went from bad to 
worse for Italians after 1920, when Italian anarchists Nicola Sacco and Bartolomeo Vanzetti were falsely 
accused of murder and executed in Massachusetts. Marcella Bencivenni, “Fired by the Ideal: Italian 
Anarchists in New York City, 1880s-1920s,” in Radical Gotham, 67-68, 72. 
10 Goyens points out that the Bolshevik Revolution “led many radicals to embrace communism, 
although by 1921, the anarchists, who had initially supported the Bolsheviks, turned against the party of 





Revolution were turning points in radicalism throughout the world, and afterwards the 
anarchist movement was never the same again.11  Furthermore, while America’s 
capitalism and surprisingly authoritarian government may have at first inspired further 
radicalism, the possibility of social mobility tempted the immigrants to seek economic 
success and assimilation, a trend especially pronounced among the children of 
immigrants that further undermined their commitment to anarchism. 12   In any case, 
assimilation into postwar American society caused immigrants to abandon their 
radicalism, which was shaken and tested during the Great War and Russian Revolution.    
Another factor in the decline of anarchist education was Progressivism.  The rise 
of Progressive Education coincided with and animated the Modern School movement, but 
also fed off and ultimately eclipsed it.  As elements of the Modern School were 
incorporated into mainstream education, the Modern School itself became irrelevant.  
Progressive Education in the United States, and its major proponents, like John Dewey, 
existed at the same time as the Modern School movement, a time that saw a surge of 
radical activity.13  A Progressive Era philosopher, Dewey is perhaps the most influential 
                                                          
11 Regarding the impact of World War I on radicals, Goyens writes:  “The outbreak of the war in 
1914 forced anarchists to take a position, leading to a crippling divide in the movement between those who 
opposed the war on principle and…others who took the side of the allies.”  Goyens, “Introduction,” in 
Radical Gotham, 5.  
12 Bencivenni points out that among Italians, the anarchist movement “remained essentially a first- 
and second generation phenomenon.”  This was largely due to immigration laws in 1924 that cut off further 
Italian immigrants, the fact that Italian fathers were often authoritarian, and the influence of American 
culture on the younger generations.  Bencivenni, 72. 
13 Progressive Education formed in the late 1800s and, like the Modern School movement, was 
influenced by Enlightenment works like Rousseau’s Emile.  Additionally, Progressive Education finds 
much of its roots in the work of Friedrich Froebel, the nineteenth-century German educator who pioneered 
education of young children and invented the kindergarten.  Froebel stressed avoiding indoctrination and 
letting children express themselves through play, individually and in groups.  He created teaching aids, 
often referred to as “Froebel Gifts,” which were colorful shapes and toys to stimulate play and creativity.  
Many of these toys were used by teachers in the Modern School in Stelton, New Jersey.  Froebel’s 
progressive educational methods spread from Germany to other countries, but were most influential in the 




educator of the modern era.  He saw the classroom as a microcosm of democracy, much 
the same way anarchists viewed it as one for anarchism.  Anarchists often celebrated 
Dewey’s work and regularly republished his writings on education in their magazines.  
Many of the founders of the Modern School movement in the United States were inspired 
by contemporary Progressive educators, like Dewey.  In fact, the Modern School and 
John Dewey often had a mutually influential relationship (he visited the school on at least 
one occasion).14  Additionally, Paul Avrich has argued that the Modern School movement 
lived on after its demise through its impact on Progressive Education through the mid-
twentieth century; at A.S. Neill’s Summerhill school in England, for example. 15   The 
primary sources show that even mainstream education eventually became interested in 
what was happening at the Modern School, as educators from local New Jersey public 
schools often visited the school throughout the 1920s and 30s.  Anarchists were quick to 
cite the changes in education as a result of their and other radical schools’ influence.  
Public education changed drastically during the Progressive Era in general, as schools 
focused more on fostering democracy and had children working together more often.  
However, this more “democratic” education was often used to promote good citizenship 
and assimilation, especially during wartime, which is quite antithetical to anarchism.  In 
many ways, Dewey and other progressive educators co-opted the more radical elements 
                                                          
14 Joseph Deitch, “A School in a Class by Itself,” The New York Times, March 8, 1981, MS-1095, 
Box 10, Folder 5, Modern School Collection, Special Collections and University Archives, Rutgers 
University Libraries, New Brunswick, New Jersey, clipping. 
15 A.S. Neill opened the Summerhill school in England in 1921.  It was considered both libertarian 
and progressive.  Neill based his school partly on the Modern School model, but mostly on Tolstoy’s  
school at Yasnaya Polyana.  Tolstoy wanted to educate Russian peasants, and fostered creativity.  Both 
Tolstoy and A.S. Neill gave students unprecedented levels of freedom, which is why there are considered 
progressive and libertarian.  However, they did not have the political aims of anarchist or socialist schools.  
Joel Spring and Paul Avrich both tend to compare the Modern School to more libertarian educational 
projects, like Summerhill.  Spring, 54.  Geoffrey C. Fidler challenges this comparison and argues the 




of the Modern School, similar to how the New Deal later co-opted and disarmed 
anarchism and communism in the United States.  In the end, the changes in public 
schools and the rising popularity of Montessori (of whom the anarchists were very 
critical) actually hurt the Modern School movement.16  If at first the Modern School was 
revolutionary, its approach later became more commonplace as it was incorporated into 
mainstream education.  To cite an experiential educational model once pioneered by the 
Modern School, several vocational high schools offered a variety of shop classes by the 
1950s, including Brooklyn Technical High School and Thomas Edison Vocational High 
School in Jamaica, Queens.  Perhaps also the Modern School could not compete with 
public schools whose absence of a tuition must have appealed to immigrants, especially 
during the Great Depression.  These years initiated the worst years of attendance for the 
Modern School in Stelton; they went from 185 in the 1920s to less than ten students by 
the 1950s.  The school struggled to stay afloat during these years, with nearly every 
meeting of the staff and faculty bringing up the likelihood of closing the school or selling 
off more of the colony's land.  This gradual demise of the Modern School along with its 
larger movement reflected the broader decline of radicalism.  The Great Depression may 
have won over a few more converts to radicalism, but by then the Modern School, which 
had always struggled for financial support, could barely afford to stay open.  
Additionally, the rise of fascism, World War II-era patriotism, and the economic 
                                                          
16 Montessori Schools were pioneered in the early 1900s by Italian educator Maria Montessori, 
who wanted to focus on the individuality, creativity and freedom of the child.  In its strictest form, her 
method disregards homework, tests, and grades and instead encourages peer-interaction and problem-
solving.  Today, countless schools across the world, both private and public, bear the name “Montessori.”  
She was instrumental in influencing educators to focus more on the early development of children, and 
allowing them freedom and choice, staples of modern preschool and kindergarten classrooms.  In the 





prosperity of post-war America in the 1950s each in their own way disarmed radicalism 
in the United States.   
Even before its decline, anarchism in the United States (and in general) was very 
complicated and nuanced, often plagued by contradictions and conflicts.  The New York 
City anarchists themselves were a mixed group, to say the least; they were made up of 
bourgeois intellectuals and working-class immigrants, mostly from Germany, Spain, 
Italy, and Russia.  Yet, though separated by language and social class, these radicals 
rarely let their differences divide them.  Indeed, anarchism as a movement in the late 
1800s and early 1900s can be viewed as “transnational” or “transatlantic,” with New 
York City acting as one of several “nodes” for radicals around the world.17  As many 
historians have demonstrated, theoretical divides were far more damaging to anarchist 
unity than ethnic or cultural differences.18  Anarchist theory is full of paradoxes and 
conflicts.  In its simplest form, anarchism is the view that society should be organized 
without a centralized government.19  Upon closer inspection, we find that anarchism 
varies widely in theoretical interpretation.   
Anarchist theory contains, among others, two main schools of thought—
“communist” and “individualist.”  Communist anarchists were far more revolutionary 
and pursued the political goal that people should work collectively towards a more 
egalitarian society.  Individualist anarchists, on the other hand, had no political agenda 
and simply argued all people should be completely free in every aspect of life.  In the 
                                                          
17 Goyens, “Introduction,” in Radical Gotham, 9. 
18 Even within the immigrant groups there were disagreements about what anarchism was and how 
it should be achieved.  Tom Goyens demonstrates this for Germans in Beer and Revolution: The German 
Anarchist Movement in New York City, 1880-1914 (Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 2006); Zimmer 
and Bencivenni respectively describe theoretical divides among Jewish and Italian immigrants in Radical 
Gotham, 37-40, 61.   




realm of anarchist education, this strain of thought is sometimes also referred to as 
“libertarian.”20  Although it differs greatly from our modern understanding and use of the 
term, “libertarian,” in the context of anarchist education in the early 1900s, meant 
forbidding all dogmatic teaching (rules, schedules, grades, and hierarchies) and giving 
students complete autonomy.  Thus libertarian education was effectively “a dogma of no 
dogma.”21  Modern historians like Tager and Fidler argue that while (political) anarchist 
education had a social revolutionary goal, strictly libertarian education had no political 
agenda, and was more aligned with individualist anarchism.  Libertarian education sought 
not necessarily to bring about revolution, but merely rejected all restrictions on children 
and in so doing promoted complete freedom.22  A strict adherence to libertarian 
education, however, would also have meant that teachers had to avoid pushing their 
liberal, radical, or anarchist leanings onto the students (all, even anarchist, propaganda 
was considered bad propaganda).23  With a few exceptions like German philosopher Max 
                                                          
20 Like the American anarchist movement itself, the Modern School’s principles also contained a 
mix of ideas, but largely consisted of anarchist (“political”) and libertarian (“individualist”) theories.  At 
the time of the Modern School, anarchists like Emma Goldman referred to their experiment as “anarchist 
education,” but teachers and principals at the school often simply called it “libertarian.”  Anarchists at the 
time, both the theorists and the teachers, often used the terms “anarchist” and “libertarian” (and even 
“radical”) interchangeably in regards to education.  I will be using the terms as the anarchists did at the 
time. 
21 According to the modern use of the terms, both anarchist and libertarian education seek to free 
children of all discipline and dogma (similar to how all anarchists reject government).  Anarchist education 
differs from libertarian education in that Modern Schools often promoted social revolution, similar to 
communist anarchism.  For instance, the Ferrer Center housed revolutionaries and exposed the children of 
the Modern School to numerous radicals.  Historians like Geoffrey Fidler argue the Modern School was 
similar to socialist schools. Fidler, 17.  Socialist Sunday Schools emerged in the late 1800s, and saw a rise 
in popularity during the Modern School movement. These schools educated proletarian children in the 
hopes of fostering socialist ideology at an early age, with the goal of creating a socialist future.  See 
Kenneth Teitelbaum and William J. Reese, "American Socialist Pedagogy and Experimentation in the 
Progressive Era: The Socialist Sunday School, " History of Education Quarterly 23, no. 4 (1983): 429-54.  
22 Fidler refers to libertarian education as “non-didactic,” as it does not have a specific political 
lesson it is trying to instill into children’s minds.  Meanwhile, anarchist and socialist education are often 
called “didactic.”  We will see in the primary sources that some anarchists believed libertarian education, 
like socialist education, could also bring about social revolution.  Fidler, 104. 
23 As one of the founders of the Modern School wrote in 1916:  “Libertarian education…aims to 




Stirner, individualist (or “libertarian”) anarchism was largely an American phenomenon 
in the late 1800s, with native-born American anarchists like Benjamin Tucker its most 
prominent proponents.24   
Meanwhile, European immigrants brought communist anarchism with them as 
they came to cities like New York, carrying the Russian works of communist-anarchist 
authors like Peter Kropotkin.25  Many of the founders of the Modern School movement, 
as well as several of the parents of the students, identified as communist anarchists, and 
we shall see that they often attempted to drive the school away from its libertarian 
(individualist) focus to a more political one.  Although ostensibly conflicting, many 
anarchists claim the two views can be reconciled into one, cohesive ideology.26  For 
example, despite their differences, anarchists share the belief that all governments are 
inherently violent and oppressive.27  Both individualist and communist anarchists agree 
                                                          
its ‘tone’ is radical, while its background is Anarchism, Syndicalism, Free Thought, it does not teach a set 
of doctrines authoritatively or exclusively.”  Leonard D. Abbott, The Modern School, Vol. 3 No. 5, October 
1916, MS-1095, Box 2, Folder 4, Modern School Collection, 105-6. 
24 Stirner, while not referred to specifically as an anarchist, was influential in developing ideas of 
individualism and libertarianism in the late 1800s and early 1900s that found their way into anarchist 
doctrine and educational theories.  Benjamin Tucker was the most prolific writer of the individualist 
American anarchists.  Tucker published and edited several radical journals like Liberty, which ran from 
1881–1908.  See James J. Martin, Men Against the State: The Expositors of Individualist Anarchism in 
America, 1827-1908 (DeKalb, Illinois:  The Adrian Allen Associates, 1953). 
25 Kropotkin was a Russian radical who lived from 1842-1921.  He is largely credited as 
popularizing the more action-oriented, revolutionary vision of anarchism, commonly referred to as 
“communist anarchism.”  Along with Mikhail Bakunin (1814-1876), Kropotkin is considered one of the 
most important figures in modern anarchist theory.  Bakunin was the student of Pierre-Joseph Proudhon 
(1809-1865), a French libertarian socialist who is largely viewed as the father of radical and anarchist 
theory.  Bakunin’s disputes with Karl Marx in the 1860s led to a split among radicals between socialists 
and anarchists that was never fully reconciled.    
26 Anarchist historian Max Nettlau believed that communist and individualist anarchism could and 
should be combined into one ideology.  In an article for Mother Earth, Nettlau warns that the split in the 
anarchist group would impede growth for the movement: “Stagnation…is the death of progress.” Max 
Nettlau, “Anarchism: Communist or Individualist?—Both,” Mother Earth, Vol. 9 No. 5, July 1914, in Peter 
Glassgold, ed., Anarchy! An Anthology of Emma Goldman’s Mother Earth (Washington, DC: 
Counterpoint, 2001), 79-83. 
27 In her essays, Emma Goldman defines anarchism as “the philosophy of a new social order based 
on liberty unrestricted by manmade law; the theory that all forms of government rest on violence and are 
therefore wrong and harmful, as well as unnecessary.” Emma Goldman, Anarchism and Other Essays (New 




that compulsory education functions as a tool of the state to reinforce authoritarianism, 
social hierarchy and capitalist principles.   
In the early 1900s anarchists attempted to address the problems they saw in state-
sponsored education by creating “free schools” or, as many were called, “Modern 
Schools.”  These schools gave students complete autonomy and abolished the traditional 
educational hierarchy by placing teachers and students on the same level.  Francisco 
Ferrer created the first of several Modern Schools in Barcelona, Spain, in 1901.  In order 
to address the anarchist view that public schools indoctrinated children with capitalist 
social ideology, Ferrer’s students did not take standardized exams or receive grades, and 
were allowed to choose the curriculum.  However, Ferrer’s schools were short-lived.  In 
1909, the Spanish government executed him as a scapegoat for a recent surge in violent 
radical activity throughout Spain.28   
Ferrer’s death sent shockwaves throughout the anarchist community, and inspired 
the creation of Modern Schools across the world.  Within a year, Emma Goldman and 
Alexander Berkman founded the Ferrer Association to promote Modern Schools 
throughout the United States.  A key figure in anarchism and anarchist education in New 
York City, Goldman is perhaps the most infamous anarchist in American history.  For 
decades, she gave lectures and wrote essays on anarchism, and published the radical 
magazine Mother Earth.  Her comrade and one-time lover, Berkman, was famous for his 
                                                          
28 The “Tragic Week” occurred in the summer of 1909 when violent clashes broke out between the 
Spanish army and radical worker groups, many of which were supported by anarchists.  Following a 
declaration of martial law, the Spanish government arrested Francisco Ferrer.  He was tried with no 
evidence, convicted of inciting riots, and executed by firing squad on October 13, 1909.  Joseph McCabe, 





attempted assassination of Henry Clay Frick in 1902.  Originally from Russia, 29 
Goldman and Berkman met in New York City, and became life-long comrades in the 
anarchist movement.30  With other radicals, they created the Ferrer Center in New York 
City in 1910, and it soon became a center of radical activity.  The following year, a 
Modern School opened at the Ferrer Center at St. Mark’s Place, which moved around 
Manhattan and in 1915 settled in Stelton, New Jersey, where it lasted in one form or 
another until 1953.  Historians like Paul Avrich and Laurence Vesey agree that the 
Modern School in Stelton was the most successful attempt at anarchist education in 
history. 31  Tager and Fidler argue the Modern School in New York City found a middle 
ground between the variations of anarchist theory and began with a mix of political and 
libertarian approaches.  The degree to which this mix was effective is a point of 
contention in the historiography of anarchist education.32  As several scholars have 
pointed out, the Modern School became less political when it moved to New Jersey, and 
hence became “merely” libertarian. 
                                                          
29 Specifically, Berkman and Goldman were from Lithuania, which at the time was a part of the 
Russian Empire. 
30 See Paul Avrich’s final book, Sasha and Emma.  (Alexander Berkman was better known by his 
comrades and friends as “Sasha.”)  Published posthumously and completed with the help of his daughter 
Karen Avrich, it offers an intimate portrait of the two radical’s intertwining lives.  Paul and Karen Avrich, 
Sasha and Emma: The Anarchist Odyssey of Alexander Berkman and Emma Goldman (Cambridge: The 
Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 2012). 
31 uhkkkn Despite the stigma attached to anarchism at the time, the anarchist lesson plans and 
student products of the Modern School were quite prescient in their approach, mirroring the recent focus in 
education on student-centered learning and student choice in assessment.  In the epilogue, I plan to 
demonstrate how anarchist education can provide lessons for modern radicals and educators alike, as we 
see what can be learned from the successes and failures of the Modern School movement.  See “Framework 
for Great Schools: Supportive Environment,” New York City Department of Education, 
<http://schools.nyc.gov/AboutUs/schools/framework/student-centered-learning.htm> (April 18, 2017). 
32 Similar to Fidler’s view, Florence Tager concludes that the early years of the school merged the 
political and libertarian dimensions of the anarchist education “in a tenuous, confused, and often positive 
way.”   Tager, 391-92.  While Joel Spring declines to take sides on how political (or libertarian) to make 
the curriculum, Avrich seems to argue the Modern School in New York and New Jersey remained 
successful even as it moved away from a political, revolutionary approach towards a more libertarian 
model.  Avrich writes of the success of the school in New Jersey: “Stelton provided a highly stimulating 




Historians have regularly pointed out that the Modern School’s commitment to 
both anarchist and libertarian principles was paradoxical in theory and infeasible in 
practice.  Was trying to transform society through revolutionary action not as didactic as 
traditional education?  One could view even libertarian education itself as a sort of 
dogma: the previously-mentioned “dogma of no dogma.”  Additionally, the teachers at 
the Modern School (who had very short tenures) often disagreed on how much 
revolutionary and academic content to include.  This theoretical discord was compounded 
by the students and parents, who often tested the anarchists’ commitment to anarchist and 
libertarian principles.  In addition to its mix of ideas, the Modern School brought together 
a wide range of individuals, from working-class immigrants to middle-class intellectuals.  
As New York City changed during the Gilded Age and Progressive Era, these groups 
worked together but often came into conflict with each other, which in turn impacted the 
already troubled anarchist experiment in education.  To fully appreciate the changing 
fortunes of the Modern School, an understanding of the changing political climate in New 
York City is as important as a knowledge of the nuances of anarchism itself.     
 
II. Main Body  
1. Immigration and Anarchism in New York, 1870-1919  
To understand how the primary sources reflect contradictions within anarchist 
theory, it helps to understand the anarchists themselves as well as the time period that 
witnessed this surge of radical activity.  Thus the Modern School needs to be placed in its 
proper historical context of radicalism and immigration in New York City.  In the late 




and Russia.  Many Germans were radicals fleeing their oppressive, authoritarian 
government, and they brought their radicalism with them.  For example, famous German 
anarchist Johann Most came in 1882 following the 1878 antisocialist law that brought a 
Red Scare to Germany.33  These radical Germans hoped America was more liberal than 
the old monarchies of Europe, and would be more likely to embrace their radical beliefs.  
They soon found out they were wrong.  America during the Gilded Age and Progressive 
Era, particularly New York City, was the bastion of capitalism, and had a government 
that could be just as authoritarian as the conservative rulers in Europe.  Similarly, many 
Russian immigrants were Jews fleeing Czarist oppression, several of whom were 
communists or anarchists.  The ones who were not already radicals were often radicalized 
in the “crucibles” of New York City:  sweatshops and tenements. 34   They also were 
influenced by Germans like Johann Most and events like the Haymarket Affair.  Newly-
arrived Italian immigrants too were largely radicalized by the anarchists already in New 
York City and the conditions they faced as newcomers.35  These radical immigrants 
concentrated into enclaves in lower and midtown Manhattan.  Many wanted their 
children’s education to reflect their ideals, and they viewed the public schools as 
reinforcing dominant ideologies and power structures.  It was for these reasons that there 
existed a demand among radical immigrants for an alternative to mainstream American 
education in New York City, which allowed the Modern School to thrive in its initial 
years.  Indeed, most of the students at the Modern School in New York and New Jersey 
were children of German, Russian, Spanish or Italian immigrants.     
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While the conditions of the late 1800s and early 1900s in New York City may 
have increased the chances for anarchist education to succeed, the Modern School opened 
right at time when anarchism was becoming increasingly associated with violence, 
which, as we shall see, negatively impacted the school within a few years of opening.  
Although the view that anarchists are solely bomb-throwers is misguided, there is a grain 
of truth to this notion—several anarchists did commit violent acts.  By the 1870s, many 
of the so-called communist anarchists, like Most, called for “propaganda by deed,” 
through which anarchists hoped to force change via drastic action. 36   This usually 
involved assassination or others acts of violence or vandalism.  On the global scene, the 
most sensational of these acts were the assassinations of Tsar Alexander II of Russia in 
1881, President Carnot of France in 1884, and President McKinley of the United States in 
1901.  McKinley was shot in Buffalo, New York by a deranged individual and self-
proclaimed anarchist who had recently attended a speech by Emma Goldman, a student 
of Most.  A year later, Alexander Berkman (also a student of Most) tried his hand at 
“propaganda by deed” by attempting to murder industrialist Henry Clay Frick.    Most, 
Goldman and Berkman were active in the radical scene in New York City from the 1870s 
through the First World War.  During this period, political philosophies like communism 
and anarchism became increasingly and near-exclusively associated with immigrants, 
                                                          
36 Native-born American individualists like Benjamin Tucker often feuded with Johann Most, 
whom Tucker described as a “communist sailing under the flag of Anarchism.”  Tucker criticized 
anarchists like Most who wanted more organization, political activism and sought to instigate violent 
revolution.  Tucker saw the communist anarchists as betraying the core principals of anarchism, which for 
him was more about individual freedoms than social revolution. This divide became significantly worse 
following the Haymarket Affair.  To be sure, Tucker defended the accused, and even spoke out against 
Johann Most’s arrest that followed the incident in Chicago.  However, Tucker saw the bombing and the 
following call to action by anarchists as a step in the wrong direction, and viewed most of the anarchists on 




particularly Germans like Most and Russians like Goldman and Berkman. 37   All three 
anarchists spent several years each in and out of prisons for their radical beliefs and 
actions.  After the Bolshevik Revolution in 1917 and during the Red Scare, the United 
States government deported Goldman and Berkman back to Russia in 1919.  It was 
within this context that the Modern School opened in 1911, right after the Gilded Age 
and following a decade that had seen an increase in violent acts committed by immigrant 
radicals, who were becoming more and more associated with anarchism.  The same 
impetus that aided in the Modern School’s early success also led many radicals to seek 
more drastic measures for change, which ultimately hurt the Modern School movement in 
a trend exacerbated by the Red Scare.   
2. Anarchists and Human Nature 
 In order to fully understand the theories that inspired anarchists to open schools, it 
helps to look at their views on human nature and potential.  Anarchists believed that 
humans were instinctively good, and it was society, governments, and the pressures of the 
modern world that corrupted them. 38  For instance, Berkman wrote, “the conditions of 
existence suppress and stifle the instincts of kindness and humanity in us, and harden us 
against the need and misery of our fellow-man.”39 Anarchists traced these ideas to their 
Enlightenment roots.  William Godwin, an Enlightenment philosopher whose work is 
                                                          
37 Originally lampooned as “rank with sauerkraut and Limburger,” the stereotyped German was 
later associated “with seditious political philosophies.”  This perception was solidified in 1886 when 
several German anarchists were tried and executed because of the Haymarket Affair.  William R. 
Linneman, “Immigrant Stereotypes, 1880-1900,” Studies in American Humor 1 (April 1974): 35.  
38 For one of the later teachers in Stelton, Ben Liebermann, the anarchists were relentlessly 
optimistic.  As he explains, “Man was intrinsically good; he was corrupted by the environment: in their 
theory of human nature anarchists were utter and complete environmentalists.  It is capitalism and statist 
environment that make the child bad. Get the child away from it and his goodness will emerge.”  Avrich, 
interview with Ben Lieberman, in Anarchist Voices, 269. 
39 Alexander Berkman, What is Communist Anarchism?[Now and After: The ABC of Communist 




often cited as a precursor to anarchist theory, believed humans were born free of 
corruption, and it was their environment that corrupted them. 40  He wrote, “If [man] is 
corrupt, it is because he has been corrupted.”  This idea was tied to his views on 
education:  “Give [man] a different education, place him under other circumstances, treat 
him with as much gentleness and generosity, as he has experienced of harshness, and he 
would be altogether a different creature.” 41  For this reason, children were the key to a 
better future.  As Emma Goldman explained:  “The child…has no traditions to overcome.  
Its mind is not burdened with set ideas; its heart has not grown cold with class and caste 
distinction.  The child is to the teacher what clay is to the sculptor.”42  These idealistic 
views of humanity led to a focus on the freedom of the child-individual in anarchist 
education.  
 In addition to individuality, anarchists stressed the need for humans to work 
together for the benefit of all.  Anarchists believed that without coercive governments and 
capitalism, humans would want to work for the sake of the greater good.  Alexander 
Berkman argued this idea in his explanation of communist anarchism: “Mutual need and 
common interests result in certain arrangements to afford us security and comfort.  Such 
co-working is free, voluntary; it needs no compulsion from any government.”43  Carl 
Zigrosser was an American art critic who worked closely with the Modern School and 
authored one of its first publications.  In this essay, he viewed “group-consciousness” as 
                                                          
40 Modern anarchism can trace its roots to the Enlightenment with its ideas of revolution and 
natural rights, specifically William Godwin.  While not actually using the word “anarchism,” Godwin’s 
essay An Enquiry Concerning Political Justice (1793) argued governments corrupt individuals and will 
eventually disappear as human reason advances.   
41 William Godwin, The Anarchist Writings of William Godwin, ed. Peter Marshall (London: 
Freedom Press, 1986), 55. 
42 Goldman, Anarchism and other Essays, 148. 




the most important factor leading to self-discipline.  He observed that humans could 
develop “a unity of purpose, a class-morale that in some way arises when a small group 
work together for a period of time.”44  For Zigrosser, this “class morale” had to be 
instilled in young children.45 As mentioned, anarchists viewed children as born free of 
corruption, but they still had to learn how to work as a collective over time.  This 
understanding of the common good could only be accomplished by exposing children to 
groups—classrooms, families, communities, or societies.  Zigrosser went on to write 
about the balance between collectivism and individualism: “The ideal is to preserve an 
exquisite balance between social and individual activity, to obtain all benefits of 
cooperation without completely sacrificing one’s individuality.”  Thus, according to 
Zigrosser, anarchists ought to create an anarchist society in the here and now:  “The 
Modern School by constructing a miniature society attempts to show children the 
methods and advantages of working together, while insisting on preserving their 
individuality intact.”46  We will see that the students at the Modern School tested this 
balance between individual freedom and working together.  Also, the experiences of the 
teachers often called into question the ideal that without an authority mandating 
collectivism, humans would work together for the common good. 
Student work and the experiences of the teachers reveal that the students 
sometimes worked together but often acted in ways that led the anarchists to question 
their idealized views of human nature.  It seems that when left to their own devices, 
                                                          
44 As a successful example, he points toward Tolstoy’s school in Russia, where peasant children 
are given freedom and work together.  Carl Zigrosser, The Modern School, 2nd Edition, Stelton, New 
Jersey: Ferrer Colony (1918), MS-1095, Box 13, Folder 21, Modern School Collection, 11. 
45 For example, he writes, “Man is perhaps not a social animal by instinct; he has to acquire his 
communistic sense, his knowledge of the structure and fabric of society, by painful experience and the dire 
necessity of making a living.” Zigrosser, The Modern School, 12.   




children sometimes worked collectively, but sometimes did not.  The failures of the 
Modern School question the anarchist notion that humans are inherently good and can 
work collectively without incentives or punishments.  The primary sources show that 
when given compete freedom, students often misbehaved, sometimes simply to test the 
teacher’s commitment to libertarian practices.  To be sure, many students worked hard, 
created amazing art, and even independently pursued academic learning.  However, the 
Modern School’s experiment in education demonstrates the difficulties of collectivization 
in an anarchist society.  Truly this was a problem that plagued anarchist theory at its core, 
and proves it is near impossible to reconcile individualist and communist (political) 
anarchism.  Indeed, these conflicts, keenly felt by the anarchists themselves, cast doubt 
on the viability of an anarchist society. 
Nevertheless, anarchists held onto their belief that, given the freedom of choice, 
humans would work for the sake of working, instead of being motivated by incentives 
like wage-earning.  For example, Alexander Berkman believed that “[u]nder Anarchism 
each will have the opportunity of following whatever occupation will appeal to his 
natural inclinations and aptitude.  Work will become a pleasure instead of the deadening 
drudgery it is to-day.  Laziness will be unknown, and the things created by interest and 
love will be objects of beauty and joy.”47  Consequently, anarchist education promoted 
complete student choice when it came to the curriculum and student products.  The hope 
was that by giving children this freedom of opportunity, they would find pleasure in their 
education.  Some anarchists saw humans as also having “innate creativeness.”  One 
Modern School teacher, Anna Koch-Riedel, sought to stimulate the “education of the 
                                                          




natural creativeness” of children, as she wrote in an article for the school’s publication in 
1922.48  As the primary sources will demonstrate, this freedom of choice did produce 
beautiful and joyful pieces of student work.  But there were also times when the students 
tested the notion of “work for the sake of work.” 
3. Anarchist Education and the Ferrer Association, 1901-1911 
In addition to fostering the uncorrupted nature of human beings, education was of 
great importance to anarchists because it offered a way to create a better world.  By 
teaching children, anarchists sought to combat power structures, create young radicals, 
and apply their anarchist creed.   Anarchists distrusted compulsory public education.  As 
early as the 1800s, William Godwin, a source of influence on New York anarchists, had 
warned of public education’s “obvious alliance with national government.”  Godwin went 
on to point out, “Government will not fail to employ [national education] to strengthen its 
hands and perpetuate its institutions.”49  Similarly, Alexander Berkman later wrote, 
“Serfdom gave place to capitalism with its wage slavery, and again you find the…school 
on the side of the master and ruler.”50  Thus, anarchist education had to be free from 
“manmade law,” and challenge authoritarianism.  The anarchist classroom acted as a 
place where the anarchists could implement their creeds of individual freedom and 
collective work towards a better, more egalitarian society.  Sir Herbert Read, renowned 
art critic and supporter of the Modern School, explained, “The purpose of education can 
only be to develop, at the same time as the uniqueness, the social consciousness or 
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MS-1095, Box 4, Folder 11, Modern School Collection, 44-6. 
49 William Godwin, “Against National Education,” in Patterns of Anarchy, ed. Leonard I. 
Krimerman and Lewis Perry (Garden City, New York: Anchor Books, 1966), 434. 




reciprocity of the individual.”51  In contrast, public schools used methods of “coercive 
discipline,” which anarchists viewed as perpetuating authoritarian power structures and a 
subservient citizenry.52  Read believed, “The good teacher…will ignore the whole system 
of ‘make-believe’ with its rewards and punishments, its constraints and inhibitions.  He 
will try to instead establish a relationship…of cooperation and mutual aid between all the 
individuals within his care.”53  In anarchist education, teachers mixed political goals with 
individualist and libertarian principles.   
Beginning in 1901, Ferrer opened several Modern Schools in Spain that attempted 
to remove children from the “symbols” of class distinction in order to foster their 
uncorrupted selves.  His methods included mixing the students by sex and social class. 54  
Ferrer also believed in the importance of teaching the “natural sciences” instead of the 
traditions of the Catholic Church.55  Additionally, promoting student autonomy was also 
                                                          
51 Sir Herbert Read, “Art as the Basis of Libertarian Education,” in Patterns of Anarchy, 406.   
52 The Modern School’s proposal outlined the anarchists’ critique of public education as follows:  
“The Modern School exists because those who support it see in the public school system a powerful 
instrument for the perpetuation of the present social order with all its injustice and inequality.  The declared 
purpose of the public school system is to prepare the child to take a place in the established social order, 
and it naturally follows that whatever is likely to disturb the existing arrangement is regarded unfavorably 
by those in control of the public schools.  It also follows that whatever tends to strengthen respect for 
existing institutions is encouraged by the authorities.  From the moment the child enters the public school 
he is trained to submit to authority, to do the will of others as a matter of course, with the result that habits 
of mind are formed which in adult life are all to the advantage of the ruling class.”  The Francisco Ferrer 
Association, “Prospectus of the Modern School For the Year 1914-1915,” The Modern School, Vol. I No. 
9, September 1, 1914, microfilm, New York City Public Library, 1. 
53 Read, 409. 
54 The Modern School’s origins actually predated Francisco Ferrer, tracing its roots to French 
education experiments.  For example, Paul Robin’s 1894 school at Cempuis near Paris took in proletarian 
children who “grew and developed into self-reliant, liberty-loving men and women.”  A later school, 
founded in 1904, was Sebastian Faure’s La Ruche, French for “The Beehive,” which Goldman visited, and 
which by Faure’s accounts was very successful.  In 1907 Faure wrote in Goldman’s  publication Mother 
Earth, “Pure air, nutritious food, physical exercise in the open, long walks, observation of hygienic rules, 
the short and interesting method of instruction, and above all, our affectionate understanding and care of 
the children, have produced admirable physical and mental results.”  Goldman, Anarchism and Other 
Essays, 150-2. 
55 Ferrer explained that “the rational method of the natural sciences will be substituted for the old 
dogmatic teaching. It will stimulate, develop, and direct the natural ability of each pupil, so that he or she 




crucial for creating a more just classroom and society.  In Ferrer’s Modern School in 
Barcelona, he aimed “to show the children that there will be tyranny and slavery as long 
as one man depends on another.”56  In addition to the power of the individual, Ferrer 
encouraged collective power.  He acted on the anarchist principle that rejected 
disciplinary action and notions of meritocracy, and instead encouraged students to work 
together.  “There are no rewards or punishments in our schools,” he wrote, “no alms, no 
medals or badges …which might encourage the children to believe in talismans instead of 
in the individual and collective power of beings who are conscious of their ability and 
knowledge.”57     
After Ferrer’s execution for sedition in 1909, the Ferrer Association in New York 
attempted to create a day school for children that continued Ferrer’s Modern School 
legacy of combating the authoritarian pedagogy of public schools, promoting the 
uniqueness of the individual, and extolling the benefits of collective work.   The Ferrer 
Association was quickly and haphazardly thrown together in June 1910 at a Harlem 
meeting of radicals united in their outrage at Ferrer’s martyrdom and their wish to see his 
work live on in the United States.58  Although instrumental in the founding of the 
association, Emma Goldman and Alexander Berkman took a backseat in the management 
of the school.  Leonard D. Abbott and Harry Kelly emerged as the frontrunners of the 
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(London: Watts & Co., 1913), 14. 
56 Ferrer, 44. 
57 Ferrer, 44.  
58 From its very beginnings, the Ferrer Association was admittedly (and proudly) vague and open-
ended in its goals.  In general its members hoped to start a day school like the Modern Schools in Spain, 
offer night classes and lectures to adults, and create a center for radical activity and literature. Harry Kelly, 
“A Short History of the Ferrer Association,” The Modern School, Autumn 1913, microfilm, New York City 




Ferrer Association, along with Hippolyte Havel.59  The Modern School at the Ferrer 
Center opened at St. Mark’s Place in Manhattan in January 1911, with Bayard Boyesen 
as the first principal.60   In keeping with Ferrer, Boyesen attempted to “do away” with all 
“paraphernalia of such discipline [as] the raised desk of the teacher, the rigid rows of 
seats for the children.”  For Boyesen, only once rid of these symbols of authority, would 
“we find ourselves able to have a class which…is of the very greatest aid in developing 
the children as separate thinking individuals and as members of a social unit.”61  
Anarchists attempted to remove children from the state-sanctioned systems of education, 
its power structures, and even its dominant social beliefs (such as Christianity and 
capitalism), in order to foster their innate sense of fairness and the ability to work 
together for a better future.  By forgoing meritocracy and competition, anarchists hoped 
to bring out the natural curiosity of children.  As Alexander Berkman explained, “A child 
should learn to acquire knowledge for its own splendid sake, instead of working for a 
material reward or to ‘beat’ a comrade.”62  The anarchists had their theories ready, but 
alas, due to cramped space and lack of funds, they had no pupils.  The original Ferrer 
Center offered only enough space for adults to attend radical evening lectures and art 
                                                          
59 Much of the writing about the early Modern School movement comes from these founding 
anarchists.  Originally a socialist, Leonard D. Abbott (1878–1953) was an English-born American anarchist 
publicist and activist.  When he came to New York City at the turn of the century, he fell under the 
influence of William Morris, another British socialist turned anarchist.  Harry Kelly (1871–1953) was an 
American anarchist writer who previously worked in England alongside Kropotkin, Max Nettlau, and John 
Turner.  Hippolyte Havel (1871–1950) was a Czech-born anarchist in what was then a part of the Austro-
Hungarian Empire.  After being arrested for radical activity, he fled to London where he met Emma 
Goldman who took him to New York City.      
60 Emma Goldman was instrumental in the hiring of Bayard Boyesen as principal.  Bayard was the 
son of Hjalmer Hjorth Boyesen, a Norwegian professor of Germanic languages at Columbia University.  
Bayard himself taught English briefly at Columbia (Carl Zigrosser was one of his students), before being 
drawn to anarchism and radical personalities like Goldman.  Avrich, The Modern School, 69-70. 
61 Bayard Boyesen, “The Modern School: A Further Development,” in Patterns of Anarchy, 419.  
62 Alexander Berkman, “A School for Genius,” The Modern School, Vol. 1 No. 4, Winter 1912-




classes (famous surrealist artist Man Ray was one of the first to attend).  Despite the poor 
facilities, the Ferrer Center drew in scores of radicals, a testament to the popularity of 
radicalism following the Gilded Age in New York City.  The day school for children was 
able to open when they moved to better quarters at 104 East 12th Street the following 
year.  On October 13, 1911, the second anniversary of Ferrer’s execution, the Modern 
School officially opened with a handful of students and John and Abby Coryell as 
teachers and co-principals.63  Additionally, in 1912, the Modern School began publishing 
a monthly magazine that ran until 1922, titled simply, The Modern School.64  Edited at 
first by Carl Zigrosser and featuring articles by members of the Ferrer Association and 
teachers, this periodical is the main source for much of what is known about the early 
years of the Modern School in New York City. 
4. The Troubled Early Years in New York City, 1911-1915 
The first years of the Modern School in Manhattan were some of its most 
successful, however, the teachers struggled to adhere to libertarian ideals and students 
and circumstances tested the anarchists’ view of human nature.  During these initial 
years, as well as later in Stelton, there was no start or end time for the school day, nor any 
schedule of subjects, for that matter.  Students could show up, or not, whenever they felt 
like it.65  Berkman described the early success of the Modern School: “We tried to make 
3 the closing hour, but we found that we simply couldn’t drive the children away so 
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microfilm, New York City Public Library, 7-11. 
64 Paul Avrich describes the magazine as “one of the most beautiful cultural journals ever 
published in America.” Avrich, The Modern School Movement, 161 
65 In a 1912 essay published by the Ferrer Association, Durant described students all arriving at 
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early!  That shows how the educator may depend on the natural instinct of the youthful 
mind for self-improvement.”66  Berkman viewed this success as evidence of the 
anarchists being correct in their views of human nature.  Like Ferrer’s school in Spain, 
there were no rules or discipline of any kind.  The first teachers, the Coryells, an elderly 
couple with a background in traditional education, resigned within a few months.  The 
students in these early days took advantage of the freedom allowed by the Modern 
School, which proved to be too much for the Coryells.67  A young Will Durant, who had 
recently given up his training to become a Jesuit priest, took charge of the same first 
cohort of students at the Modern School.68  The children had loved the Coryells, but 
many at first despised their replacement, Durant.  On any given day, the students might 
tease or play pranks on their new teacher.69  On one occasion, Durant was trying to 
lecture about human evolution while one girl “insisted on skipping rope noisily” and 
refused to go to another room.  Durant later recalled, “There were many virtues in our 
                                                          
66 Alexander Berkman, “A School for Genius,” The Modern School, Vol. 1 No. 4, Winter 1912-
1913, MS-1095, Box 2, Folder 1, Modern School Collection, 7. 
67 Révolte Bercovici, daughter of writer Konrad Bercovici (who, like many anarchist parents, gave 
his daughter a telling name), recalls, “We were wild, very badly behaved.” Avrich, interview with Révolte 
Bercovici in Anarchist Voices, 198. 
68 Will Durant’s background was in theology.  While studying to become a Jesuit priest he 
discovered socialism and anarchism, and became entranced by the works of radicals like Alden Freedman 
and Emma Goldman.  He quit his priesthood training and used his experience teaching Latin and French to 
land a brief job substitute-teaching in New Jersey.  Eventually Durant took over the day classes at the 
Ferrer Center based on Freedman’s recommendation.  However, it seems it was difficult for Durant to 
completely abandon his authoritarian Catholic school past.  He occasionally got physical with the students 
and often punished them.  After leaving the school, Durant even returned to his priestly roots, to an extent.  
He left the anarchist movement, promoted spiritualism, and found commercial success and fame publishing 
philosophical and religious works.  Emma Goldman later admitted she had “no faith in him from the very 
beginning,” and always predicted he would “use the [Anarchist] movement as a stepping stone to fame and 
material success.” Avrich, The Modern School Movement, 81-82, 86-87, 103. 
69 Manuel Komroff, an anarchist playwright and successful novelist, attended art classes at the 
Ferrer Center.  Komroff remembers one of Révolte’s brothers testing Durant’s libertarian principles “by 
standing on the classroom windowsill and threatening to jump.”  Avrich, interview with Manuel Komroff, 




libertarian theory; but there were some difficulties too.”70  Initially, Durant avoided 
discipline and authoritarianism.  As he explained in his fictionalized biography 
Transition, “What if the best school, like the best government, was that which governed 
least?”71  As the school year progressed, his commitment to libertarianism wavered, and 
he began enforcing his own version of discipline.  He removed excessively disruptive 
children from the classroom in a practice he euphemistically called “patient reasoning.”72  
Yet within a few months, Durant’s perseverance won most of the children over, and he 
became quite popular, remembers student Amour Libre.73  Durant wrote about some of 
the successes:  “I fell in with their games, turned the play slyly into arithmetical rivalry, 
and suddenly captured them with the exciting story of Columbus’ voyage.”74  In these 
first days of the Modern School in New York, the early teachers like Durant balanced 
play with work, and established a classroom space whose openness became of hallmark 
of anarchist education.   
The physical space of the classroom itself is of great importance to the Modern 
School, as the spaces occupied by anarchists often reflected their ideals.75  Indeed, an 
                                                          
70 Will Durant, Transition: A Sentimental Story of One Mind and One Era (New York: Simon & 
Schuster, 1927), 198. 
71 Durant, Transition, 196.  
72 Durant speaks of human nature and the limits of libertarian pedagogy: “At first, because the 
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what tyranny; and now I have no trouble at all with any question of ‘discipline.’”  Durant, The Ferrer 
Modern School, 7. 
73 Avrich, interview with Amour Libre, in Anarchist Voices, 197. 
74 Durant, Transition, 199. 
75 Tom Goyens’ 2006 book Beer and Revolution examines the physical space anarchists occupied, 
and in turn attempted to claim, in their efforts to create “segregated spaces” that “mirrored the anarchist 
sensibility” –in other words, “miniature anarchist societ[ies].”  This “inscribing” and “ascribing” of 
anarchist theory onto physical space can also be seen in the Modern School, where the teachers created a 
classroom space that mirrored their theories of anarchist education, creating small anarchist worlds.  




anarchist classroom was barely a “classroom” in the traditional sense, with a teacher 
leading instruction and the students seated in rows as passive recipients of the curriculum.  
As Anna Koch-Riedel, a teacher at the Stelton school, explained:  “A ‘CLASS’ in our 
school resembles rather a friendly meeting where workers, big and small ones, meet to 
work out certain things in which they are interested.”76 In New York and later Stelton, 
there were no desks bolted in rows to the ground, and no teacher’s desk at the front of the 
room.  In New York they usually had benches and tables, with some equipment, like a 
donated microscope.77  The classroom space became a small anarchist world, which often 
extended beyond the constraints of the classroom walls (much the same way anarchism 
transcended national borders and ethnic groups).  Later, when the school moved to rural 
New Jersey, the students were given even greater access to their environment.  The 
school constructed several shop buildings, and teachers often held their classes outside, 
weather permitting (Figure 1).  Additionally, students often went on nature hikes or just 
ran around naked.  The children even performed plays with the countryside and farms as 
a backdrop (Figure 2).   
                                                          
76 The vocabulary used here is interesting, Riedel’s use of the word class is possibly wordplay, and 
she calls the students “workers.”  Like Ferrer’s school, grades and rankings had no place in the anarchist 
classroom, as anarchists viewed competition in school as part of the indoctrination of students into the 
capitalist order.  Riedel herself views competition as a negative: “it places one in a wrong attitude toward 
the fellow worker.”76  Instead the students learned by “comparison,” as Riedel goes on to explain, “and the 
pride or dissatisfaction we feel in our own work.” Ann Koch-Riedel, “Basketry in the Modern School,” The 
Modern School, April 1921, 3-4.  
77 In 1913, a friend told a young Maurice Hollod about the Modern School at the Ferrer Center.  
Upon visiting he was amazed at the classroom he saw:  “There was a long table with a group of kids around 
it.  In the center was tall man [Leonard Abbott] peering through a microscope at a drop of blood on a slide, 
explaining to the kids what they were seeing under the scope.” Avrich, interview with Maurice Hollod, in 




In New York City, Durant regularly taught classes outside (see Figure 3), but the 
lack of structure here posed problems all its own.78  Student Eva Bein viewed the lessons 
as chaotic and the teachers as too lenient:  “I remember being taken to Central Park often 
and being outdoors a great deal…I remember pandemonium, noise.  It wasn’t restrictive 
but spontaneous, easy going, permissive.”79  In this chaotic atmosphere, Durant often 
questioned the anarchist belief that humans were innately good and could work together 
for a better future.  One time after sharing a meal outdoors, Durant noticed the students 
struggled to share or clean up after themselves:  “The children were not easily persuaded 
that in this world of freedom they must clean away their crumbs; but they did their best 
and accepted my suggestion that those who had an abundance of food should share with 
those who had too little; though even a theorist like myself could see that nature had not 
fortified them with any instinct for such communistic generosity.”80    
Within a year, Will Durant resigned, partly because he felt inadequate as a 
teacher, and also because he had fallen in love and married one of the school’s teenage 
students, Ariel, or as her classmates called her, “Puck.”81  In May of 1913, Durant was 
replaced as principal and teacher by Cora Bennet Stephenson, “a well-educated woman 
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nature study there, he told us stories and sang ‘Way Down Upon the Swanee River.’”  Avrich, interview 
with Magda Shoenwetter, in Anarchist Voices, 230. 
79 Avrich, interview with Eva Bein, in Anarchist Voices, 235. 
80 Durant, 197. 
81 This student, born Chaya “Ida” Kaufman, was a free spirit to say the least.  Her fellow 
classmates nicknamed this wild, young woman “Puck,” from the Shakespeare’s A Mid Summer Night’s 
Dream.  Will called her “Ariel” in his fictionalized autobiography Transition, a name she adopted in real 
life.  The two began a romantic affair when Ariel was just thirteen and Will was in his early twenties and 
still a teacher at the Modern School.  Realizing the line he had crossed, Durant attempted to resign from his 
teaching position.  Not surprisingly, the anarchist leaders of the Ferrer Association refused to condemn an 
educator for practicing what he preached (he often gave lectures on “free love”), and allowed Durant to 
finish out the year.  At first Ariel’s family disapproved of her relationship with Will, but eventually allowed 
them to get married when she was fifteen.  Their marriage proved its validity by lasting the spans of both of 
their lives, and the two went on to be a successful writing team and published many works.  Durant, 




of middling years and advanced social views,” according to Avrich.82  Joseph Cohen 
arrived from Philadelphia in November 1913 and took over the organization of the 
Modern School.83    
 The problems Durant had faced trying to teach a class with no restrictions 
continued in the students’ “Free Theater.”  Drama was of great importance to radicals.  
Paul Avrich points out that anarchists saw plays and other art as useful propaganda.84  
Moritz Jagendorf, an anarchist dentist and folklorist, created the theater at the Ferrer 
Center.  He helped the students at the Modern School preform plays that were chaotic but 
fun.  Jagendorf recalled students and even himself forgetting lines, and Manual Kromroff 
writing a play that “no one understood.”  Jagendorf concluded: “There were pleasure, 
happy hard work, and humor—which is the way life should be.  And for that reason it 
was work worthy of the ideals of Ferrer.”85  By the anarchists’ own accounts, the theater 
was a smash hit.  From an article in The Modern School: “The success that graced the 
second performance of the Free Theatre succeeded [sic] by far anything that [w]as 
expected.  This from the dramatic, artistic, and even in the ‘business point of view.’” 86  
With praise, came some criticism.  Another article in The Modern School magazine 
offered advice several plays later: 
All of the plays produced have been interesting.  Some have shown the 
touch of the genuine artist.  Most have been depressing.  The Free Theatre 
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83 Joseph Cohen helped found a Modern Sunday School in Philadelphia before moving to New 
York in 1913 to manage the Ferrer Center.  For nearly forty years, Cohen acted as the driving force behind   
the Modern School Movement in the United States, eventually founding the school and anarchist colony in 
Stelton, New Jersey.  Cohen’s daughter, Emma Gilbert (nee Cohen), attended the Modern Schools in 
Philadelphia, New York, and New Jersey.  Avrich, The Modern School Movement, 57-58. 
84 Avrich, The Modern School Movement, 141.  
85 Mortiz Jagendorf, “Drama at the Ferrer Center,” in The Modern School of Stelton, 25th 
Anniversary (Stelton, NY: Modern School of Stelton, NJ, 1940), 20. 
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needs to cultivate a brighter and more healthy spirit if it is to fulfill its 
mission.  Our audiences, after seeing our plays, should be inspired, by 
visions of beauty and significance, not dispirited by pictures of hopeless 
failure and cynicism.87 
 
Unfortunately, the plays did not get any less cynical.  Starting in 1915, several 
performances by the students of the Stelton Children’s Theater protested World 
War I.88  These anti-war propaganda plays were depressing, but did receive some 
positive attention from outsiders.  A favorable review of the anti-war play “Bury 
the Dead,” by Irwin Shaw, found in a local New Jersey newspaper, called the 
work, “the best play which they have yet presented.”  Also, it showed the success 
of the students working as a group (applying their anarchist views of 
collectivism):  “One could not single out any performer for special merit, each 
one integrating perfectly with the others to produce the effect of the whole.”89  
The student-run theater was perhaps one of the most successful applications of 
libertarian education and Ferrer’s ideals.  With a few exceptions, the students were given 
complete control over production at the theater (although adults usually wrote the original 
plays).  Joseph Cohen’s daughter Emma Cohen-Gilbert attended the Modern School in 
New York.  She writes that the students had to budget their own supplies for plays or 
other projects.  For students like Emma, this was the best aspect of the school: “We were 
always building and planning something, and our school life was very zestful.”90  The 
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students even planned a Christmas celebration with a tree and Santa Claus, much to the 
dismay of the mostly atheist anarchist teachers and parents.  The controversy only died 
down when someone (the sources are ambiguous about who) explained Christmas was 
originally a pagan holiday.91  This begs the question, were the teachers less willing to 
allow the students the total freedom the anarchist creed celebrates?   
The actions of the teachers and students in the Free Theater (and later the Stelton 
Children’s Theater) call into question their views of human nature and offer a glimpse 
into how they attempted to reconcile the contradictory impulses of anarchist approaches 
to education.  The art created by the Free Theater raises the question of whether 
anarchists should work collectively toward a goal or have complete individual freedom.  
The students often did not conform to Jagendorf’s artistic vision and he had to find ways 
to control them.  For example, on one occasion Jagendorf attempted to constrain the 
students’ behavior during a performance by cunningly dressing them as trees and flowers 
to restrict their movement.  Yet the children acted like true anarchists and rebelled. The 
students utilized revolutionary tactics to protest, as Emma Cohen-Gilbert described it, 
and staged the “original American sit-down strike.”92  After intense negotiation, the 
students agreed to perform anyway.  Again we see the conflict between political and 
libertarian approaches to education at work:  should students conform to the artistic 
vision of the adults or be free to do as they choose?  What happened when complete 
freedom led students to embrace a subject or interpretation in disagreement with the 
anarchist creed, such as Christmas?  The vagueness and contradictions within anarchism 
plagued the school’s theory and practice.   
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The question of how political and revolutionary to make the school posed a 
problem for the parents as well.  The Modern School in New York City spent its first two 
years focused on the libertarian approach.  But then to satisfy the demands of the 
working-class immigrant parents, the teachers began to focus more on social studies 
topics like labor strikes.  After all, these radical parents wanted an alternative to 
American compulsory education, which reinforced capitalist ideals.  Labor and industry 
became the center of the curriculum at the Modern School.93  The hope was that these 
children would grow up to lead the revolution.  As one parent writes in The Modern 
School magazine:  “Our little ones who have gone to school because they joyed in the 
work done there and loved their teacher, they—only they—will make the Revolution.”94  
Will Durant seemed fully committed to this notion of cultivating little revolutionaries: 
I am quite ready to admit that the Modern School is not going to turn out 
human cogs for the wheels of the capitalistic machine.  The Modern 
School product is going to be different; he is going to be imbued with the 
idea, and accustomed to the full enjoyment of liberty; and if he does not 
get such liberty from society, then society must look for trouble…For we, 
in our school here, are not trying to make martyrs, but fighters; not saints, 
but heroes; and we think it is these girls and boys who will lead the new 
generation in the struggle for liberation of the human soul.  Free the child, 
and the child will free the race.95  
 
In addition to field trips to public parks, Durant planned several visits to factories to see 
workers (for which, he admits, getting permission was difficult).  By 1913, the children’s 
school became increasingly associated with the adults who attended the center for 
political reasons, effectively tying their revolutionary politics to the libertarian 
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classroom.96  In other words, the school became more aligned with communist 
anarchism.  A typical day at the Modern School in New York City might find the 
students immersed in the revolutionary activity of the Ferrer Center.  Students often took 
trips to Mother Earth and met Emma Goldman or Alexander Berkman (or “Tia Sasha” as 
the children called him).  During the next two years, the school would change back and 
forth from libertarian to political, based largely on complaints from parents who waivered 
in their admiration for the school’s revolutionary potential and their simultaneous anxiety 
over the Ferrer Center’s sometimes dangerous radical activities.   
Whenever authorities cracked down on radical activity, it negatively impacted 
anarchist education in New York.  The Modern School’s proximity to radicals posed a 
danger to the students.  Police frequently raided the Ferrer Center, beating protesters and 
making arrests.  The conditions in New York City in the late 1800s and early 1900s that 
had made radicalism so appealing to immigrants, were now motivating some anarchists 
to become more extreme and attempt “propaganda by deed.”  For example, on July 4, 
1914 a bomb intended for John D. Rockefeller Jr.’s house exploded on Lexington 
Avenue in Manhattan, killing three anarchists involved with the Ferrer Center.97   In the 
aftermath, police cracked down especially hard on the center. The Modern School lost its 
primary financial contributor, Alden Freeman, who wanted to distance himself from the 
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97 The 1914 Ludlow Massacre, in which seventy-four miners were killed after a year of protests 
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dangerous radicals.98  Cora Bennett Stephenson resigned shortly thereafter, and was 
replaced by Robert and Delia Hutchinson, a young, college-educated couple, both born to 
privileged Philadelphia families.99  The Hutchinsons faced similar problems as Durant 
regarding libertarian education,100 but now also had to deal with the dangerous radical 
activity.   
Parents, meanwhile, became increasingly concerned about the safety of their 
children in New York City.  It seems the school had become too involved in 
revolutionary politics for their liking.  Led by Joseph Cohen, one of the top-ranking 
members of the Ferrer Association and a driving force in the movement, the remaining 
members decided to move the Modern School to the countryside in Stelton, New Jersey 
in 1915, where they also established a colony for anarchists.  Yet even in this rural 
setting, the problems that had plagued the Modern School persisted, as libertarian 
education and human nature continued to come into conflict with one another.  
Additionally, the lack of funding as well as a cohesive ideology among the teachers only 
worsened in Stelton.  Parents continued to voice their concerns, to which they now added 
their increasing worry that their children were not learning enough about traditional 
academic subjects.  Nevertheless, the Modern School in Stelton did register some notable 
accomplishments.  
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5. The Move to the Countryside of New Jersey, 1915-1929 
In May 1915, the Modern School moved to a small rural area outside of New 
Brunswick, New Jersey, a few miles from Rutgers University.  The Ferrer Association 
purchased undeveloped land at a low cost from the Fellowship Farm, a nearby socialist 
colony that had been created a few years earlier.  Here the Ferrer Colony was set up to 
support the Modern School.  The anarchists came with very little money or experience of 
rural living.  They also understood very little about construction, and many of the early 
buildings were drafty, unstable and in constant disrepair (not to mention, often 
overcrowded with more than one family).  In Stelton, the Modern School essentially 
became a boarding school for the students, with a few of the parents moving with their 
children to live in the anarchist colony (and commuting to their jobs in the factories and 
sweatshops of New York City).  Other colonists were simply radicals who longed for the 
country life.  In both cases, the purpose of the colony was to support the Modern School.  
The anarchists considered their approach unprecedented in education, as Harry Kelly 
explained:  “We built a community around a school.”101  For example, before a proper 
boardinghouse was constructed for the students to inhabit, the parents and others in the 
community often housed the students in their own homes.  Besides helping out by 
watching the children, the colonists also often contributed financially to the school, or at 
least shared their food or other resources (they also participated in events like theatrical 
performances).  Additionally, the teachers and principals lived in the colony.  The 
Hutchinsons followed the Modern School in its move to New Jersey and remained as 
teachers and principals briefly.  In July the Hutchinsons resigned to start a school of their 
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own in Stony Ford, New York.  They were replaced by the brilliant Henry T. Schnittkind, 
“a twenty-seven-year-old Harvard Ph.D., who had written children’s books and taught at 
Socialist Sunday Schools in Boston.”102  He was a pacifist and the students produced 
Shambles, an anti-war play he wrote.  In the fall, Schnittkind resigned and moved back to 
Boston because his wife hated rural life; she claimed she longed for the city.  For the next 
three years, William Thurston Brown acted as director of the school with about 80 
students and a handful of teachers.  Fleeing the draft in England, British immigrants Jim 
and Nellie Dick arrived at the colony in 1917 and became teachers.103  In 1918 the Ferrer 
Center in New York City shut down, and the Ferrer Association was replaced by the 
Modern School Association of America, which was based out of the colony in Stelton 
with Joseph Cohen remaining as a key figure.  After the Great War, the Dicks moved 
back to England, and William Thurston Brown resigned and moved to California to 
briefly run the Walt Whitman School (which closed in 1924).  John W. Edelman filled in 
as temporary principal.  According to Avrich, Edelman’s most important contribution to 
the school was the construction of the schoolhouse building (previously the students had 
class in the barns or private homes).104  May 1920 marked a turning point for the school 
in Stelton with the arrival of Alexis and Elizabeth Ferm, who took over as principals and 
teachers.105 
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When the Ferms took over, the Modern School in Stelton reduced the amount of 
revolutionary or working-class subject matter, as well as traditional academics.  Avrich 
and others have argued that this was when the Modern School moved away from Ferrer’s 
ideals, with which I disagree.  Although the school became less political and academic, 
the students were still free of restraint and continued working together (creating an 
anarchist society in the here and now).  The students may have been learning less reading 
and math, but the dogma of no dogma became less contradictory.  To be sure, the Ferms 
themselves were conflicted and full of paradoxes.  Alexis and Elizabeth Ferm had some 
experience in radical education; they had briefly run a “free school” in Manhattan that 
closed at the same time as the Modern School in New York City.106  Emma Cohen-
Gilbert remembers that both Ferms “had a kind of anti-intellectualism and distrust of 
theories” with the exception of Froebelian principles.107  As Paul Avrich pointed out, 
Elizabeth Ferm nearly worshiped Friedrich Froebel, a nineteenth-century German 
pedagogue who emphasized “self-activity and creativity” for students. 108  The children in 
Stelton loved and adored Alexis Ferm, whom they called “Uncle.”  However, his wife 
Elizabeth, known as “Aunty,” was not so well-liked.  In fact, many questioned her 
commitment to libertarian principles.109  Elizabeth Ferm was Irish and very Catholic, and 
some argued this interfered with the Modern School’s ideals.110  Suzanne Hotkine Avins 
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recalls that “Aunty” Ferm “was puritcanical, with a repressed sexual drive...she objected 
to nudity in the colony—even at swimming—and tried to stop it.”111  The Ferms claimed 
to be free of dogma, but then disciplined the students and reduced the amount of 
traditional academic subjects like arithmetic, effectively forcing the children to play.  
This hypocrisy was not lost on some of the students.  For instance, Eva Brandes, a child 
of anarchist parents and a student at Stelton, points out, “The emphasis was on games and 
physical activity…But this was just as authoritarian as forcing someone to read.”112  Like 
Durant earlier, the Ferms struggled to create a truly libertarian classroom.     
Even though they were not learning academics or revolutionary theory under the 
Ferms, the students still worked together on projects, which achieved Ferrer’s ideals.  In 
Stelton, the colonists constructed workshops and emphasized manual labor.  For instance, 
they acquired a printing press and set up a print shop to help pay for the cost of 
printing.113   Like the children’s theater, this was another remarkable application of 
Ferrer’s principles.  An anarchist printer who lived in the colony, Paul Scott, found the 
printing press in disrepair and very dirty, but the children wanted to help: “Much to my 
surprise, the children volunteered to straighten the mess if I’d show them how printers 
would do it.”114   Scott soon realized the children needed teaching, as they “were unable 
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to read script, and some knew nothing of even printed words.”115  The students’ initial 
burst of enthusiasm subsided, as Scott found the children grew bored printing adult 
magazines (which they barely could read, let alone understand).  Scott concluded that the 
students would be far more motivated printing a student-run magazine.116  With Scott’s 
assistance, the students began running their own publication titled Voice of the Children.  
Scott gave the students complete freedom over content and presentation, and he did not 
even correct their spelling.117  Scott “found that the children had taught him how to be a 
teacher and had drawn out his hidden liking for children,” according to Alexis Ferm.118  
Scott ended up quitting his printing job and worked as a teacher in Stelton for five years, 
which he writes of as “the most satisfactory period of my life.”119  The students 
remembered the experience just as fondly.  Former student Ray Shedlovsky recounts, 
“We printed our own magazine.  We did everything ourselves—we were gardeners, we 
were typesetters, we were cooks.  We did everything with our own two hands.”120 
It was supposed to be a magazine only for children’s voices, but often Paul Scott 
or other adults wrote the introduction or conclusion.  Once Scott hoped to exclude 
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himself from an issue of Voice of the Children, but the children still insisted he include 
his “story,” as the children called it.  He reluctantly agreed, but included his “story” at the 
end of the issue, so as not to distract from the young authors.  In his story, Scott wrote 
about how many readers had criticized the work by questioning the extent to which the 
children actually wrote, edited and printed the magazine themselves.  Scott assured them 
that he had little to do with the magazine’s creation, as many visitors could attest.  For 
Scott, this was proof of the success of the process—these children were turning out a 
magazine that others suspected an adult edited and oversaw.  He felt the project further 
validated the libertarian approach by virtue of the fact that the students had to exercise 
considerable “self-discipline” to spend hours meticulously setting type and then printing 
copies.  Through focused work with a public product, the students collaborated and, if 
Scott is to be believed, did so completely autonomously (the students even set the type on 
his own articles because Scott’s eyesight suffered in his later years).  Scott also outlined 
how the student editors allowed any work written by a child to be published, regardless of 
content or skill-level, which aligned with the individualist anarchist ideal.  As Scott 
wrote, “We believe in the development of the individual through self-expression, and 
foster this development through recognizing and encouraging creative efforts.”121  Like 
the Free Theater, Scott’s printing class was a small, anarchist world (again creating an 
anarchist society in the here and now).    
While students could work collectively by putting on a play or publishing a 
magazine, they also had the opportunity to create individual products in the basketry class 
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under Anna Koch-Riedel (she also taught weaving, see Figure 4).122  Riedel’s experiences 
further display anarchists’ evolving views on human nature and nagging doubts regarding 
collectivism.123  In her writing, Riedel supported Max Stirner’s view of extreme 
individualism.124  She applied the same principle in her classroom of basketry in Stelton:  
“Without guidance or suggestion from any teacher—in this case the teacher knows but 
little more than the pupils—we try to work out whatever basket we may have in mind.”125  
Like the other teachers at the Modern School, Riedel too was creating her view of an 
anarchist (in this case, individualist) society in the here and now.  After describing how 
motivated the students were to work together, the teacher did, however, admit that the 
lesson had left her with reservations.  Riedel seemed to struggle with telling the students 
to end the activity and motivating them to clean up, similar to Will Durant’s earlier picnic 
with the students.  Riedel described the hectic way in which the typical lesson was 
brought to a close: “Usually the gathering is dispersing right and left, and rather 
hurriedly, leaving me behind with some sad thoughts on co-operation and mutual 
help.”126  Confronted with the fact that another teacher had to be called onto the scene 
(“here comes Bill with a broom”) to clean up after the kids, Riedel’s views on human 
nature and human potential seemed to waver slightly.  Although her faith in libertarian 
education had been tested, after leaving the school in 1925, Riedel’s optimistic views of 
human nature prevailed.  She wrote in 1926, “After four years of contact with children in 
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larger groups, dear comrades, I venture to say that there are less limitations in 
childhood—and in man at that—than we commonly believe there to be.”127 
In addition to the above episode, there remain other examples of the children in 
Stelton challenging anarchists’ views of human nature, as well as more occasions when 
the anarchists’ resolve faltered.  For instance, Alexis Ferm’s principal’s report128 from 
March 1922 mentioned a female student who stayed home while the other students went 
on a nature hike.  Ferm called this student “lazy” and belonging “to the class of innately 
selfish children.”  Additionally, the student’s mother sent in candy during her first 
summer at the school, and the young girl kept all of the candy for herself.  Ferm 
contrasted her selfishness with the other students at the Modern School “who were in the 
habit of sharing their candy with all the children.”129   In another report, Ferm was 
astonished that the school grounds were cleaned up by a group of “smaller” girls.  
However, it seems they were not completely acting on their own accord—teacher Paul 
Scott tricked them into cleaning.  This group of young girls wanted to find a new site for 
their “fairyland” (the old location was apparently unavailable).  Upon finding a new spot 
near the school building, Scott suggested “that the fairies would not care much about a 
place where so much rubbish was lying about,” and the girls had it cleaned by noon.130  
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This again questions the anarchist belief that humans are intrinsically good.  It appears 
unlikely that humans would always do the right thing without incentives when given such 
levels of freedom; as with the Free Theater, the teachers often had to provide an initial 
push or suggestion in order to get the desired outcome.  What is more, the students would 
often pick activities that seem completely at odds with anarchists ideals, like “thieves and 
robbers,” cowboys and Indians, or medieval tales of knights and princesses.  The 
libertarian educators did not seem bothered.  For example, in a report, Ferm points out the 
students kept making swords in their shop class “for some reason.”  He explained that he 
saw them playing as “heroes,” with some wearing paper crowns and others wearing hats 
with feathers.  Ferm did not seem upset that they kept playing such violent games that 
perpetuated existing social hierarchies, and decided not to disturb their play.131   
Alexis Ferm regularly celebrated occasions when the students chose play over 
academic work, as he viewed traditional subjects as too dogmatic for true libertarian 
education.  When Paul Scott complained that in his English class (which had a “large 
attendance”), the students played too much, Ferm responded that this was “healthy” 
behavior.  For Ferm, it was not only physically healthy, but mentally beneficial as well.  
Ferm believed play was necessary before the students could be expected to do something 
more challenging.  He wrote in a 1923 report, “When they are playing on the outside they 
are really doing something themselves while when they are merely memorizing 
something out of a book they are really not doing anything.”  Here we continue to see 
Ferm’s open aversion to academic pursuits, even while remaining in line with creating an 
anarchist society in the here and now, following the individualist approach (students 
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should be allowed to do what they want).132  A year later, Ferm seemed to have grown 
“uneasy,” and began to wonder if the students did, in fact, play too often.  In another 
report from 1924, he reassured himself that play could still eventually lead to productive 
behavior.  As evidence he cited an incident in which the boys (and some girls) had 
become interested in lawn tennis, but found that they lacked the equipment.  Ferm 
reported that they set themselves the task of building their own rackets until money could 
be raised for proper ones.  Ferm concluded, “Sometimes it is remarkable how busy boys 
and girls will keep themselves.”133  In addition, a few boys started using the print shop to 
produce some commercial work to raise money for more sports equipment, as well as 
selling products from the weaving, basketry, woodworking shops ($61.30 raised in total).   
Ferm was able to dispell his anxiety regarding “too much play,” while at the same time 
reaffirming his belief that children, given complete freedom, could still work together in 
a productive manner (albeit to raise money for more play things). 
The final years of the school saw an extreme example of a student testing Ferm’s 
libertarian principles.  This boy displayed “occasional vicious habits,” and at times 
seemed to destroy other students’ products just to see their reaction.  Ferm reported, “One 
day, apparently without rhyme or reason, he threw a stone into a large pane of glass in a 
school window, just as he was going home.”  When approached and asked his reasons, 
the child said he simply “felt like it.”  Ferm attempted to get the father to pay for the 
glass, so the student could see the negative consequences of his actions and realize the 
suffering he had caused.  However, the father refused to pay, and thus there were no 
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consequences for the child, again calling into question the anarchist view of human 
nature and cooperation, and a world without rules.134 
Regardless of the missteps, the teachers at the Modern School largely felt 
confident their libertarian approach, which under the Ferms avoided any political subject 
matter, was best for the students and for humankind, although some grew less confident.  
One former teacher of the Modern School in Stelton, Hugo Gellert, openly criticized the 
school’s lack of politics in a 1930 article, with a title that didn’t pull punches:  “Teachers 
Who Flunked.”  Gellert blamed himself and the other teachers:  “The teachers were full 
of illusions about ‘libertarian ideas,’ ‘concepts of freedom,’ ‘individuality,’ etc. … We 
should have told [the students] the value and importance embodied in [the working] class 
within the structure of the present society… I would like to find more evidence of a class 
conscious attitude of the teachers in the work of the children.”135  Alexis Ferm responded 
to Gellert’s article, calling him “a good militant Communist” (referring to Gellert’s 
narrow-mindedness).  In his response, Ferm reaffirmed his libertarian ideals, and mocked 
the notion that the success of the school could be assessed by the revolutionaries it 
produced:  “I suppose the reasoning runs like this: since [the students of the Modern 
School] have not all become militant Communists they must all be failures as 
individuals.”136  Ferm argued the students would likely learn radical ideas from their 
parents and their working-class lives, and he was convinced the teachers at the Modern 
School should continue to avoid teaching any one dogma.  In any case, this incident is 
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emblematic of the general problems of the school.  The absence of a cohesive, unified 
ideology hindered the Modern School movement, just as it damaged anarchism itself 
(which would be further effected by the changes in America during the 1930s and 40s).  
As teacher Jim Dick wrote in 1929:  “Some of us used to wonder, in those hectic days, 
how it was that even among the exponents of Anarchist philosophy, that there was no real 
conviction.  Was it a lack of coordination of ideals and action?”137  Even under the strong 
influence of the Ferms, the conflict between political and strictly libertarian approaches 
persisted. 
It seems the Ferms’ approach proved too libertarian for some students as well.  In 
an interview for a local New Jersey newspaper, former student Jack Shapiro remembered 
finding “joy” at the Modern School:  “But the limitation was too much freedom.  You 
weren’t made to do anything.  You could sit out on the lawn all day.”138  Left to their own 
devices, many students ran naked, but some genuinely wanted to learn academics.  For 
instance, Lydia Miller needed “more guidance and order.”  Lydia attended the Stelton 
Modern School beginning in 1919.  She recounts:  “The School was boring, with not 
enough to do.  How many years can you weave baskets?  They wouldn’t let me read; the 
library was closed to children under ten.  So I learned to read by myself.”139  Some 
teachers suspected that the students were being influenced by their parents.  Robert 
Hutchinson observed as early as 1915 that “the majority of the children have insisted 
upon such subjects as spelling, arithmetic, grammar, geography, history, and even 
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algebra.”  He wondered whether the students really wanted these subjects.  “I think the 
answer lies not in the fact that the children are wise and far-sighted enough as it were, to 
see the value of these studies, but that through the influence of their friends, their parents, 
and the public opinion in general they are prejudiced in favor of these things and rate 
them upon other people’s valuations.”140  Indeed, the Modern School’s libertarian 
approach to education had to compete with the demands of students’ parents and the 
temptations of American culture and society, which was changing as America entered the 
Progressive Era and two World Wars. 
6. Immigrant Parent Complaints and the Allure of American Capitalism 
The parents, most of whom were working-class, had conflicting views on what 
they hoped the Modern School would provide for their children.  Thus the Modern 
School can be used to study broader changes among radical immigrants in New York 
City, particularly how they interacted with the radicals already in the United States and 
with American culture in general.  As mentioned, many of the parents of school in New 
York City were immigrants, and later the colony in Stelton was roughly three-quarters 
Russian Jewish, with some Spanish, German and Italian immigrants.141  To further 
complicate matters, many of the teachers and principals were American-born “bourgeois 
intellectuals.” 142  These teachers had to constantly balance the contradictory expectations 
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of parents, who wanted a libertarian environment, lessons in labor history, but also 
instruction in academic subjects.  As principal Robert Hutchinson lamented, “It is greatly 
regretted that many of the children’s parents are not more in accord with our 
methods…they do not really understand or agree with our ideal of what is of most 
importance to learn.”143 
In its first years in New York City, the Modern School changed back and forth 
from political to libertarian based largely on complaints from parents who at first admired 
the revolutionary potential of the school but later became cautious of the dangerous 
radical activity of the Ferrer Center.144  In 1913 Cora Stephenson wrote that some parents 
wanted their children to receive a radical education “to be prepared for the critical study 
of history, current events, industry.”  Yet even in these early years, some parents wanted 
the students to receive a higher education to “save their children from the hardships that 
they themselves…had to experience.”145  While some parents desired the promise of 
social mobility for their children, others hoped an education would simply allow their 
children to better contribute to the family or become self-sufficient.  After resigning as 
teacher and principal, Durant wrote about his experiences at the Modern School:  “The 
libertarian educator is told—often by those parents who want their children to be self-
supporting at fourteen—that to let the child play when he wants to is to fail to fit him for 
the necessities of life.  Which means, of course, dollars and cents:  the plea of the average 
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parent is for a school that will turn his child into an efficient money-grabber in the 
shortest possible time.”146  In any case, viewing education as a means to advance 
economically and in so doing accept the basic terms of capitalism, clearly runs counter to 
anarchism.  
After the move to Stelton, parents became increasingly worried their children 
would not be equipped with the tools to achieve a better life for themselves, causing 
further conflict with the teachers.  This conflict was likely the reason why the 
Hutchinsons resigned and left to start their own school.147  Under the Ferms, the parents’ 
appeal for more academic learning clashed with the leadership’s relentless commitment 
to libertarian education.  In time, it became apparent at the Modern School in Stelton that 
the parent complaints had to be addressed.  Alexis Ferm called academic study “abstract 
work.” He allocated a small room to act as a library for students who wanted to learn, but 
for the parents it was not enough.148  Eventually Ferm agreed to offer more academic 
subjects and brought in new teachers.  However in the end, the pressure proved too much 
for the Ferms, and Alexis and Elizabeth resigned and left the colony in 1925, only to 
return eight years later at a time when the school was in desperate need of their leadership 
again. 
The parents’ concerns reflect the difficulty of importing anarchism into American 
urban society, in which immigrants and others prioritized economic upward mobility and 
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competition.  As radical immigrants underwent the process of Americanization, they 
were immersed in American culture, and with it, American capitalism.149  In turn, they 
became less radical, as Avrich correctly notes, “As for the younger generation, born and 
bred in the United States, assimilation into American society was accompanied by a 
reduction of ideological intensity.”150  Other historians have demonstrated that working-
class conditions in the United States were better than those in Europe.  While many 
radical immigrants still rallied against American capitalism, others were tempted by the 
improved conditions in their new homes.151  For immigrants, Jewish ones in particular, 
education became instrumental in further improving their own and their children’s lives 
(even if it meant delaying children from working and contributing financially to the 
family).152  Additionally, immigrant parents often wrestled with the prospects of 
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assimilation versus the loss of their original culture, especially when America offered 
free education and an opportunity for social mobility.153  These tensions were apparent 
among the parents at the Modern School.  Anna Schwartz, former teacher and principal 
of the school in Stelton during its final years, recalled that the teachers in Stelton did not 
provide “enough academic work for immigrant Jewish workers, who themselves had 
always yearned for an education and who wanted children to become educated 
professionals.”154  The temptation of capitalism did not go unnoticed by the teachers.  For 
example, Jim Dick in 1929 argued that “the schools of today will train your child how to 
get rich quickly…They will hold carrots of wealth before the undergraduates and so the 
merry circus goes along.”155  However, not every parent complained.  In the September 
1921 issue of The Modern School, Elizabeth Sinclair, mother of a student at Stelton, 
lauded the school and fired back at the parents who complained there were not enough 
academics:  “Academic grind makes fine slaves[;] and FREE education, upstanding 
independent people, people whom today we call radicals.”156  In any case, the parent 
complaints continued up until the final years of the school.  As a 1950 report observed: 
“Parents are afraid, not perhaps more than in the past, that if a child does not read at 5 in 
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the Modern School he will never learn to read.  Two of our 5 year olds are being sent to 
the public school this fall for that reason.”157   
The appeal of public schools to the parents and students only reinforced the 
anarchists’ criticisms of mainstream education, as the Ferrer Association and teachers 
became increasingly bitter towards their competition.  For example, in 1919, Harry Kelly 
wrote:  “Although most of the parents of the children attending the Ferrer School are 
Russians, they feel they must consider the practical side of the life, and all of them want 
their children to go through high school.  To do this, the children must pass the 
examinations demanded by the public high schools, and that means they must know a lot 
of useless things.”158  Jim Dick truly disliked public schools and for years he questioned 
why the parents wanted the Modern School to be like one.  He wrote in 1921:  “It is 
surprising to me the number of parents who look with askance at our merry ‘break-way’ 
and the anxiety expressed because we do not imitate that bane of all kids—the public 
school system of ‘education,’ education they call it, cremation is a better term; for…the 
teacher of the public school by sheer force of circumstances is cremating all the 
spontaneity and self-expression of a kid by cramming him with a lot of adulterated 
knowledge he possesses.”159  Ferm held on to his libertarian ideals until the end: “The 
school that does not succeed in building a better individual than has been before, is a 
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failure as an educational venture no matter how much it may succeed in teaching 
literature and mathematics.”160 
  On the other hand, the teachers at the Modern School were often more than happy 
to report on the former pupils who found success outside of Stelton, for it provided a way 
to measure the effectiveness of their approach.  For instance, in 1916 Joseph Cohen’s 
own daughter Emma Cohen-Gilbert and another student, Ray Miller, left the Modern 
School to attend New Brunswick High School.  Four years later when they were 
graduating, The Modern School magazine reported:  “They succeeded so well that they 
established a reputation and won the respect of high school authorities to such an extent 
that the name of the school has been a recommendation for the children who have 
followed.”161  Emma Cohen-Gilbert graduated as valedictorian and was invited to give 
the commencement speech at graduation, which was proudly printed in The Modern 
School magazine.162  (This attention that the Modern School received at New Brunswick 
would later attract visitors from the public education sector to Stelton.)  After high 
school, Emma went on to earn a Ph.D. in psychology at Radcliffe College.163  In fact, 
Modern School students often went on to become successful in “divergent fields.”  A 
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local New Jersey newspaper reported, “One girl became an outstanding dancer with the 
Martha Graham group; a boy became a prominent architect after training by Frank Lloyd 
Wright; still another boy became an authority on soils.”164  Some students left the 
Modern School and entered the schools with a sense of “superiority.”  Others, like Izzy 
Pearl, felt “naïve, rather than superior” when she entered high school and was 
reprimanded for criticizing a teacher.165  It seems that not every student experienced a 
smooth transition from a libertarian to a traditional school. 
Other Modern School students found less academic success.  For example, former 
student of the Modern School Magda Schoenwetter admits, “I still can’t spell or do 
multiplication.”166  It seems the Ferms’ aversion to academics left many children lacking 
in the basic skills taught by traditional schools.  A New York Times article about a 
reunion of the Ferrer colonists recounts one former student’s story about a group of 
Modern School children who “walked seven miles to New Brunswick to watch a silent 
movie, only to find that none of them could read its titles.”167  Modern School student 
Victor Bass was unable to finish high school and had to join the army in 1941.  At 
another reunion, he said his life would have been better if he had gone “normal” school.  
Victor felt “robbed in a little bit that way.”168 
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The desire of parents and students to go on to higher education reveals 
contradictions at the core of libertarian education and anarchism.  While proving the 
school was effective, students passing state exams and doing well in high school went 
against the very principles of the Modern School.169  How did the anarchists reconcile 
measuring their success by the very system they were supposed to oppose?  Some 
anarchists questioned whether the students’ performances in high school and beyond 
truly measured the success of the Modern School.  A former student asked, “But who can 
tell if they wouldn’t have done well otherwise?”170  Similarly, Theodore Schroeder, an 
anarchist and member of the Ferrer Association, asked: “Are superior ones what they are 
because of or in spite of the efforts of the Modern School?”171  Writing in 1925, Harry 
Kelly wondered whether one could measure a school based on the “geniuses” it produces:  
To the best of my knowledge and belief, we have not given the world a 
single genius as a result of ten years work, but as against this we have sent 
children out into the world who have held their own in the system; when 
tested against other children of similar ages, they have more than held 
their own.  In the good old days of 1911 and 1912, Alexander Berkman172 
was wont to say this was a school to develop geniuses, whereas my 
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opinion was and is that if society is to be regenerated, it must be done not 
by genius but by average people.  Geniuses may serve as beacon lights for 
humanity, but until the standard of intelligence, coupled with a spirit of 
social solidarity, is raised far beyond what it is at present, it is idle to talk 
of creating a new world.173   
 
Kelly’s words here are interesting; he connects the success of the “average” students to 
the revolutionary goals of the Modern School.  For many anarchists, libertarian education 
was meant to free children from the competition and corruption of capitalist society, and 
eventually bring about social revolution (“Free the child, and the child shall free the 
race”).  Yet many of the children and parents wanted a formal education and the social 
mobility that American capitalism promised.  This contradiction was not lost on the 
former Modern School students, who realized that many of the Stelton “graduates” did 
not go on to lead working-class revolutions.  Leonardo Rico left the Modern School at 13 
to attend public school, and later earned a doctorate in economics from MIT.  He 
explains: “Some people are bitter about not getting a formal education…Very few came 
out of the school to challenge the system…Most of us tried to succeed in the system.”174  
Although the Palmer Raids and Red Scare caused a decline in radicalism among 
immigrants in the 1920s, leftist movements, including the Modern School movement, 
were already diminishing due to the effects of assimilation into American culture and the 
lure of capitalism. 
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7. Student Products and the Paradox of Anarchist Art 
 An analysis of the art and literature produced by the students at the Modern 
School in Stelton further reveals the contradictions of anarchist theory and libertarian 
education.  Given complete freedom, did the students create work that could be 
considered anarchist, social revolutionary, or at least political?  The results parallel the 
tensions between individualist and communist anarchism:  Should individual freedom be 
the focus?  Or should we work collectively for a better society?  Similar to how students 
often chose traditional academic subjects and wanted to attend public school (and to 
eventually succeed within “the system” that they had been taught to fight), the children in 
their work at the Modern School only rarely created revolutionary art, with a few notable 
exceptions. 
 While the adult publications printed at the Ferrer Colony aimed to propagate 
anarchist ideals, the children’s magazine very rarely contained political articles or 
artwork.  In addition to The Modern School magazine (which was quite political), The 
Road to Freedom regularly contained articles by radical authors like Emma Goldman.  
Edited by colony resident Hippolyte Havel and printed on the same press as the 
children’s publication, The Road to Freedom also addressed relevant topics regarding the 
labor movement and anarchism, like the Sacco-Vanzetti case.175  However, the student-
run publication, Voice of the Children, mostly featured stories and art about nature or 
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children playing outdoors, usually nude.176  To be sure, some of these stories might be 
construed as political.  For instance, the May 1921 issue has a story about a wild pony 
that was unable to be tamed, perhaps a metaphor for anarchist children in traditional 
schools.  However, for every story that may have implied an anarchist subtext, there were 
many more that embraced bourgeois values.  In the same issue as the story about the wild 
pony, another student wrote about a family of boys that hunt for gold.177  Several essays 
were about nature and rural living, like Sophie Cohen’s article “Joy in Country Life.”178  
These portrayals of nature are in line with libertarian education ideals and may even be 
viewed as (admittedly childish) efforts to apply leftist ideas and principles to everyday 
life.  However, these attempts too were far outnumbered by stories promoting more 
conventional values.     
 Not only was much of the subject matter in the Voice of the Children apolitical, 
but students often wrote stories that featured traditional values seemingly at odds with 
anarchist ideals.  In the September 1922 issue, a 10-year-old student wrote about a “rich 
bad man” whom a king punishes.179  What a first seemed like a possible critique of 
capitalist greed, ended up with an authoritarian monarch restoring law and order by 
capturing and killing the “rich bad man.”  In the children’s stories, the poor often found 
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gold.  In Sonny D.’s story, a poor man finds a magic axe that brings him good fortune 
and wealth.180  Also, the children seem to maintain gender stereotypes, with women often 
portrayed as princesses, and men as knights or heroes.  In “The Dolls’ Party,” author 
Billy Vasillo perpetuated traditional gender roles with a story of a little girl whose dolls 
come to life and she has to make “pretty” outfits so they can have a party in the park.181  
These traditional views may have been a result of the parents’ influence, particularly 
among those of immigrant backgrounds.  Ethnic radicals would often preach anarchism 
in public, but had domestic family lives that were traditional and patriarchal.  The 
students’ stories tell us much about the competing impulses within these child writers, 
which reflect conflicts within the anarchist community.  Furthermore, the student art 
reveals the paradoxes of anarchist art; Voice of the Children demonstrates that left to their 
own devices, the students often created projects that were not in keeping with anarchist 
beliefs.  This was also true of the art produced by the adults at the Ferrer Center back in 
New York City during the 1910s.  Should artists be allowed to create whatever they want, 
or should art be “politically inflammatory”?182   
 On rare occasions, the children created work that was vaguely political and even 
somewhat anarchist.  Some student artwork depicted workers, usually farmers.  For 
example, Sammy Pearl, age 13, created a lovely woodcut of a farmer working in the 
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fields in 1922 (Figure 5).  In 1930, a print by Ruth, also age 13, depicted a member of the 
working class, possibly a miner or farmer; the worker’s tool could be either a pick-axe or, 
more likely, a sickle (Figure 6).  To be sure, these woodprints usually displayed 
innocuous images of rural life, but even so, they acknowledged the dignity of labor.  
Some student essays appear in line with the anarchists’ pacifist standpoint on war.  For 
instance, in the March 1930 issue, Laurence Rosenberg, age 8, wrote about the Great 
War.  However, in its vagueness, his description comes off as perhaps naïve and childish 
(also the student fails to capitalize proper nouns): “Once there was a war between 
germany and the united states, and all that the soldiers could hear was, bang bang bang!  
All of a sudden two planes crashed and they began burning.”183  Another article in which 
two girls discussed war, appears to display more of a leftist consciousness:  “One little 
girl said that all the rich people went to war if they needed people they send for poor 
people.”184  This seems similar to radical views of World War I (that elites sent the poor 
to die for capitalist and imperialist expansion).  Other student-work seems like it could be 
potentially anarchist in nature.  In a possible critique of capitalism and imperialist greed, 
two students (ages 9 and 11) co-wrote an epic story in which men in Africa keep 
capturing animals but they “were not satisfied yet.”185  Again, the essay is too general to 
be considered definitely radical.  Another student, 12-year-old Abie Bluestein, may have 
been critiquing religion in her explanation of Christmas, which, according to her, exists 
because of “Christians and Jews.”  She went on to explain that the two religions killed 
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each other for a time, and Christians still kill Jews in modern times.  The author admitted 
she does not know why: “I suppose it is because I have not studied into the matter.” 186  
At the very least, her admission displays remarkable self-awareness (which speaks to the 
anarchist belief that children are naturally curious and wish to self-improve).  A few 
student essays portrayed a possible anarchist society.  Benjamin Frumkin, age 11, wrote 
an essay titled “City of Kind Hearts,” about a mayor of a town who welcomed all kinds 
of people and treated them nicely.187  Or in another issue, 11-year-old Edgar Tafel wrote 
a story that ostensibly seems anarchist, titled “The Land Without Any Money.”  
However, upon closer inspection, the story romanticizes primitive, indigenous cultures; 
for the land with no currency is actually Native American land, or as the student calls 
them “savages.”188  Indeed, Native Americans were a common theme in the children’s 
writing.  For example, this same issue has a woodprint of an “Indian” and another of a 
teepee.  To be certain, as idealized and naïve as these interpretations appear, the 
children’s celebration of indigenous cultures is still in keeping with leftist ideology, 
particularly the tendency for radicals to romanticize “primitive” societies. 
A few articles by the children even seem to be about libertarian education and 
creating an anarchist society in the here and now.  Spanish student Anita Alvarez at first 
had reservations when she came to the colony; she thought the children did not learn 
anything.  Over time she came to love it, and praised it often in the pages of Voice of the 
Children.  In her 1931 article, 13-year-old Anita compared public schools to the Modern 
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School, echoing the adult views of the Ferrer Association: “In public school, no matter 
which one, there is always much discipline.  The children are hardly ever taught to think 
for themselves.  Here [at the Modern School] the children work out their own ideas.  The 
teachers are like brothers and sisters while there [in public school] the teachers maintain 
the attitude of a strict ruler.  I think the originators of this school have accomplished a 
great thing.”189  In a later article, Anita alluded to the school’s revolutionary potential, 
again mirroring the views of the adult anarchists.  She writes, with a translation by 
another student, Mary, “The children educated in this school are encouraged in their work 
and opinions, they are conscious of their acts and they feel the need to form a society free 
and more just than the one we have.”190   
One has to wonder how much of this was influenced by the parents and teachers, 
particularly Paul Scott, whom the children idolized and called “Uncle.”  The editor of the 
1921 Voice of the Children, Irving Steinberg, a student of unknown age, wrote:   “In 
printing [the magazine] we learn how to spell and write, and in making up our stories and 
poems we learn how to think and Uncle Scott says it is more important to learn how to 
think than to spell because the world is full of good spellers who can’t think for 
themselves.”191  This again points to a paradox in libertarian education; is it even possible 
to free the child from all dogma?  If the children love their teacher, and their teacher is 
politically active, would that activism not spill over into students?  However, the fact that 
there was no effort to censor or modify those parts of the children’s stories that were not 
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in keeping with the anarchist creed, shows a willingness on the part of Scott and other 
teachers to let the children find their own way, even at the risk of losing them.  In 
addition to the teachers, one must also consider the influence of the radical, working-
class parents and the anarchist colony that surrounded the school.  As it had been in New 
York, radicalism was still omnipresent at the Modern School.  Since the beginning of the 
colony, Harry Friedman later recalled, “At night [the colonists] built huge bonfires and 
roasted food…They would sing revolutionary and folk songs from all over the world in 
their native tongues of Russian and Italian.”192  Unlike the students, the adults created art 
that was quite political, like Sam Goldman’s relief sculptures on one of the original 
colony buildings that survives to this day (Figure 7).  Goldman sculpted a relief of a 
working-class couple holding a hammer and sickle, clearly Bolshevik iconography.  
However, this radicalism among the adults and in the colony often worked to the 
detriment of the school, particularly during the Red Scare. 
8. Radicalism during the Great War and Russian Revolution 
While the students rarely created political art or literature, the adults at the Ferrer 
Colony continued to be active in the radical scene, which was changing as America 
emerged from the Progressive Era into the age of global conflict and the Red Scare.  
Much as the events of the 1910s challenged and changed radicalism, they impacted the 
Modern School movement.  The rise of Bolshevism in Russia led to the Red Scare in the 
United States and the Palmer Raids,193 which worsened the already fraught relationship 
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between American authorities and radicals in New York City.  The crackdown on the 
Ferrer Center (which closed in 1918) was a setback for the Modern School movement.  
The Modern School in New Jersey itself was investigated in the infamous Lusk Report.194  
Although the impact of the Lusk Report was short-lived and minimal, it was viewed by 
anarchists at the time as one of the worst “witch-hunts” in modern history.195  The Lusk 
Report also generated anxiety among the members of the Ferrer Colony.  They wanted to 
know if they were in danger of being arrested or deported like Emma Goldman and 
Alexander Berkman.  In response to the high tensions among the colonists, Harry Kelly 
published an article in The Modern School magazine detailing the information and 
suspicions the Lusk Report had on the activities of the colony and Modern School (it was 
typical Red Scare fear-mongering; the committee saw the colony as a hotbed of 
subversive and revolutionary activity).  Kelly offered his commentary and responses to 
some of the more absurd accusations the report made about the alleged “lawlessness” and 
“subversive teaching” of the Modern School.  Kelly responded that the teachers “have 
nothing to qualify and nothing to apologize for.”196  Damaging as the Red Scare, Palmer 
Raids, and Lusk Report were, they had less of a long-term impact on the Modern School 
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as the ideological dilemmas and questions raised by the Great War and the Russian 
Revolution. 
The “War to end all wars” was a divisive topic among radicals.  In its time, it 
dominated all discussions and writings at the Ferrer Colony and Modern School.197 Harry 
Kelly wrote in a 1915 issue of The Modern School magazine, “The catastrophe of the 
European war so completely overshadows every other phase of human activity it is 
impossible to think or talk about anything else.”198  The First World War divided radicals 
in the United States, and especially caused rifts between the German and Russian 
immigrants in New York City.  Some protested the war and viewed it as nations sending 
the poor to die for the interests of the elites.  Among others, it revitalized feelings of 
nationalism and pride, especially among Germans.  Others still, such as the Irish, viewed 
it as an opportunity to throw off the yoke of imperialism, while many radicals hoped the 
war would topple the oppressive regimes of Europe.  Russian Jewish immigrants were 
particularly divided; many protested American intervention into the war on the side of 
Czarist Russia, while others cast their lot with Germany in the hopes they would defeat 
the Czar.199  Yet many other anarchists at the Ferrer Colony sided with England, France 
and Russia.  Like Kropotkin’s controversial support for the war, they hoped for the defeat 
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of imperial and authoritarian Germany.  Harry Kelly acknowledged that, “Surely 
[anarchists] would never have dreamed Kropotkin would…be found on the same side of 
any struggle as the bloody Romanoffs and the rotten bourgeoisie of England and France,” 
but then explained, “We wish Germany defeated because we want to see the principle of 
national expansion defeated.”200   
Many anarchists, like Harry Kelly, hoped the end of the War would usher in a 
new radical era.  In the first year of the conflict, he wrote: “Uprising and revolutions are 
being prophesied as a result of the war.  We sincerely hope these forecasts may be 
correct.”201  However, the end of the war only brought disappointment among the radicals 
at the Modern School.  Harry Kelly, in particular, became cynical about the future of 
radicalism following the end of the conflict.  Writing in 1925 for the Yiddish anarchist 
magazine Freie Arbeiter Stimme, he explained, “Instead of the war being of short 
duration and bringing in its train a social revolution it lasted long enough to kill a very 
large part of the youth and revolutionary forces of the world and so impoverish the rest, 
excepting this country, as to create the weariness and pessimism of the present time.”202  
Many anarchists grew nostalgic for the heyday of radicalism (the late 1800s and early 
1900s).  Jim Dick lamented its decline in 1929: 
Looking back over the years before the war and remembering the 
enthusiasm of the radicals of that day would make the very gods weep.  
Every shade of thought in the radical movement accepted in the 
internationalism of the workers, but the Great War changed all that.  We 
found our erstwhile, and prominent comrades, men and women in whom 
we had confidence, cheerfully getting into line with the raving mob.  What 
a spectacle!  Nothing in this world is more disheartening for any forward 
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movement than a manifestation of mob psychology permeating its 
ranks.203 
 
The rise of Bolshevism further added to the divisions and conflicts among New York 
radical immigrants, including those at the colony and Modern School in Stelton.  At first 
many radicals welcomed the communist revolution as a victory for the working class.204    
For example, teacher and principal at the Modern School from 1916 to 1919, William 
Thurston Brown, celebrated the Bolsheviks:  “Who among us would have dared to think, 
much less prophesy, three year ago even, that Russia in 1917 would be the freest nation 
in all the earth?”205 In another article, Brown called the revolution a “triumph of the 
human spirit,” in which “a mere handful of Russian wage-workers, for the most part 
uneducated in the schools of the nation, have produced perhaps the greatest gain to 
civilization in all history thus far.”206  However, Bolshevism proved to be just as 
autocratic as the Czarist regime, and radicals watched Russia in horror as the Soviet 
government arrested scores of Russian anarchists.207   
After being exiled to Russia in 1919, Emma Goldman and Alexander Berkman 
witnessed the aftermath of the Bolshevik Revolution firsthand.  Their experiences 
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mirrored the general anarchist reaction; at first they were supportive, hopeful and 
optimistic, but eventually became disgusted with the Soviet dictatorship.208  By 1929, 
Goldman had become utterly disillusioned with Bolshevism.209  She wrote:  “The pledge 
of universal love was exchanged for the cry for enemies’ blood.  And the burning faith in 
the revolution as a liberator from tyranny and oppression was turned into a burning faith 
of dictatorship in whose service no means were too vile, no act too despicable.”210  It 
shook her anarchist spirit and made her cynical for the future of radicalism.  As she 
asked, “What then is there for youth to believe in—hold on to—struggle for in this our 
world reaction?”211  Yet others, like Alexander Berkman, perceived the failures of 
Bolshevism as proof of the shortcomings of socialism, and used the Russian Revolution 
as a rallying cry for a resurgence of anarchism.  He wrote in 1929, “The breakdown of 
Socialism and of Bolshevism has cleared the way for Anarchism.”212  For him, the 
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failures of communism only reinforced the need for communist-anarchism, which he saw 
as clearly superior.  He explained the key difference: “Yes the Bolsheviki are 
Communists, but they want their dictatorship, their government, to compel people to live 
in Communism.  Anarchist Communism, on the contrary, means voluntary Communism, 
Communism from free choice.”213   
With Russian immigrants among the most numerous of the Stelton colony’s 
members,214 the Modern School and colony felt the impact of the Bolshevik Revolution 
on a deep level, as evidenced by the amount of essays written regarding the events in 
Russia starting in 1917.  For example, in the Fall 1919 quarterly issue of the Modern 
School magazine, Leonard Abbot reviewed two books about the recent Bolshevik 
Revolution and concluded: “Whatever the ultimate fate of Bolshevism may prove to be, 
the pageant of the rising of the Russian masses, will live forever in the imagination of 
mankind.”215  The Bolshevik reforms to Russian education were of particular interest to 
the Modern School, for obvious reasons.  The November 1918 issue contained excerpts 
from the Soviet Commissioner of Education’s plan for Soviet Schools.  An editor’s note 
at the end questioned the motives of the Soviet Government, by writing “we may be 
certain that it is not the whole truth or even the partial truth.”  It seems the disillusion was 
already setting in: “There are beyond doubt sinister interests that are doing their utmost to 
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discredit any great popular movements whatsoever.”216  Emma Goldman, like many in 
the Modern School movement, also paid special attention to Soviet education.  At first, 
she was impressed by the amount of peasants that now had access to education.  
However, she wrote in 1923 about the “show schools” that were kept presentable for 
foreign diplomats at the expense of the rest of the schools, which were in deplorable 
conditions (children beaten, dirty mattresses, and vermin running rampant).217  Moreover, 
Bolshevik schools were decidedly not libertarian, and in fact highly ideological and 
dogmatic.  As Goldman explained, “[T]he Bolsheviki…use education to further their own 
ends….the ‘proletarian dictatorship’ has completely paralyzed every attempt at 
independent investigation. The Communist criterion is dominant. The least divergence 
from official dogma and opinion on the part of teachers, educators, or pupils exposes 
them to the general charge of counter-revolution, resulting in discharge and expulsion, if 
nothing more drastic.”218 
Just as with radicalism in general, the Russian Revolution split the members of 
the Ferrer colony in New Jersey.  Former resident Jacob Robbins recalls arriving in 
Stelton in 1919 and being told about a “serious cleavage in feelings among the colonists, 
caused by the Russian Revolution.”  The leaders of the colony (the “intellectuals”) were 
in conflict with the working-class members, as the former were “opposed in the spirit and 
in the letter to the Russian Revolution.”  It seems the working-class colonists were in 
favor of the Bolsheviks, as he went on to write, for they “threatened to establish a 
miniature dictatorship of the proletariat and to deprive the [intellectuals] of all influence 
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in the colony.”  It seemed that even in the countryside of New Jersey, the anarchists at the 
Ferrer Colony were not free of the problems that radicals faced in the aftermath of the 
Russian Revolution.  As Robbins concluded, Stelton “became a shadow and an echo of 
Russia.” 219  Nevertheless, both groups celebrated the anniversary of the revolution each 
November. 
Bolshevism also specifically influenced the teaching at the Modern School.  The 
disappointment over the failings of communism in the 1920s and 30s led to a decline of 
communist-anarchism (despite Berkman’s rallying cry).  Historian James Martin noted 
that individualist anarchism saw a resurgence as authorities cracked down on radical 
movements during the Red Scare.220  This shift no doubt reinforced the Modern School’s 
commitment to apolitical, libertarian education, which the teachers continued long after 
the Ferms left.   
9. The Great Depression’s Impact on the Modern School, 1929-1939 
Despite Alexis Ferm’s dedication and the perseverance of the teachers and other 
principals, the Modern School could not be saved from challenges presented by the Great 
Depression and the rise of Progressive Education.  From its very beginnings in New 
York, the Modern School was plagued by financial problems, and after the move to New 
Jersey, the economic situation only got worse.  The first year of the school in Stelton was 
tough.  Members of the Ferrer Association purchased cheap land near New Brunswick 
that was a part of the Fellowship Farm.  Joseph Cohen transferred 32 students to the New 
Jersey school, and arrived with only fifty cents in his pocket.  In order to keep the school 
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open, they had to sell some of their newly purchased land.221  The boarding school at first 
lacked heating and running water, and the buildings were in constant disrepair. Margaret 
Sanger’s young child died there of pneumonia, and she blamed the poor living 
conditions.222  The low pay, terrible living conditions, and the general difficulties of 
libertarian education made it a struggle for the Modern School to keep teachers and 
principals from leaving.   
Before the Ferms resigned in 1925, several other prominent figures in the 
movement parted ways with the colony and the Modern School in New Jersey.  Harry 
Kelly left in 1923 to found another colony near Lake Mohegan, New York.  The 
following year Jim and Nellie Dick moved back to Europe, but soon returned to live at 
the Mohegan colony.  Paul Scott also left in 1924.  The same year the Ferms left in 1925, 
Anna Koch-Riedel and her family moved to Arizona (her husband Hans Koch went to 
work for Frank Lloyd Wright).  Even Joseph Cohen moved back to Philadelphia to start a 
radical day camp.  By 1926, most of the founding members of the colony and Modern 
School Association were gone.  For the next year, the school cycled through a few 
different principals.  From 1927 to 1928 the school closed for the first time.  Then Jim 
and Nellie Dick returned to be co-principals, determined to bring the school back to its 
previous glory.  They insisted on signing a five-year contract and began running the 
school in 1928, a year before the onset of the Great Depression, when the financial 
troubles of the school only became worse.   
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The Great Depression seems to have had little impact on the anarchist principles 
of the Modern School and Ferrer Colony.  Jim and Nellie promised to continue the 
strictly libertarian approach of the Ferms even in the face of teachers, parents, and 
members of the Modern School Association who still occasionally wanted more 
revolutionary politics.  Jim Dick wrote in 1931: “We avoid teaching our children to give 
lip service to any cause or mouth pretty platitudes of revolutionary slogans, we keep 
abreast with the educational advance of the times as it is merited and above all to release 
those creative energies so inherent in all children, hoping that they will be ready to think 
and act independently from pseudo moralists and politicians as they take their place in the 
ranks of the workers.”223  In 1931, Jim Dick welcomed new members at a Convention of 
the Modern School and cautioned that strict adherence to libertarian methods had to be 
observed.  Like Ferm, he warned teachers against bringing their own views into the 
classrooms:   “While it is the teachers’ prerogative to correct facts, it is not in his sphere 
to interfere with opinions or to foist any ready-made ideas upon his unsuspecting pupil.  
The singing of revolution songs and mouthing revolutionary slogans is an imposition 
upon a child’s mind, and particularly the organized cheering which smacks so much of 
the bourgeois colleges is not in keeping with a serious movement.”224  Dick instructed 
teachers to entertain questions about revolution, but only if the students asked.  Otherwise 
teachers were not to push radical ideas on the students.225  Since he continued to belabor 
this point, one has to wonder if he was receiving a lot of pushback from teachers or 
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parents.  For example, at the same convention in the following year, Jim Dick warned 
again against “the harm of political propaganda among children.”226  At this meeting, a 
concern was brought up about a recent incident in the school in which the students were 
shown potential political propaganda.  While learning about the chemistry of 
photography, the students were shown a news reel of Sacco and Vanzetti, as well as 
industrial photographs taken in coalmines and ironworks.  Zack Schwartz, one of the 
teachers at the Modern School, defended the lesson and explained that when the teachers 
had ordered the images from a museum, they were unaware of their content.  After 
realizing the nature of the images, the teachers had accordingly tried to “correct it.”  
However, Schwartz went on to argue that the images did not show the students anything 
they did not already know, so the teachers used the images anyway (to teach about the 
chemical process of photography).  In the meeting minutes that followed, it seems the 
teachers as a whole were unclear about how many political images or lessons could be 
implemented into lesson plans, with a few members arguing that radical propaganda 
could be educational as well.  Even years after Ferm had declared the school strictly 
libertarian, the Modern School struggled with the conflict between political and 
libertarian (much the same way that communist and individualist anarchism struggled for 
reconciliation). 
Alexis Ferm’s beliefs seem to have remained unaffected by the Great Depression.  
Although he left his position as principal of the Stelton Modern School, Ferm continued 
contributing to the Modern School movement and further justified his theories on 
libertarian education in a series of publications.  Ferm regularly “conducted” the 
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“Educational Section” of The Road to Freedom, the radical magazine printed at the Ferrer 
Colony in Stelton.  In a 1930 issue, Ferm elaborated on his libertarian theory of 
education, and explained how it still worked towards anarchist ideals, despite his 
commitment to the “dogma of no dogma.”  He again warned radical educators to avoid 
attempting to instill their propaganda in the children.  However, Ferm went on to argue 
that teachers could explain anarchist theories in a way that children could understand if 
problems emerged among the students in the classroom.  For example, if one child 
wanted all the chairs, but other students complained about his not sharing, the teacher 
could explain to the child:  “But the chairs belong to all the children (or to the school for 
all to use) and no one should have the right to monopolize them…it would not be fair for 
you to keep what belongs to all unless the others are willing to give them up or wish to 
join in the play.”227  Ferm explained that on might deliver similar lessons when other 
such “economic problems” emerged over sharing other classroom supplies.  By 
explaining egalitarian principals to children in terms that they could understand, Ferm 
was calling on teachers to again create an anarchist society in the here and now. 
Regardless of the relentless (almost stubborn) dedication of the anarchist teachers, 
the years during the Great Depression witnessed the worst attendance of the Modern 
School in Stelton, although the period started off well.  After 1928, Jim and Nellie Dick 
made good on their promise to restore the school to its former glory, as many shops were 
reopened for the first time since the Ferms had left.  The school under them saw some of 
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its highest attendance from 1928-1933, with about 150 students.228  However, the 
Depression eventually started to negatively impact the school and colony.  As former 
student Henry Bers remembers in his memoirs, after the 1929 Stock Market Crash, the 
colony’s “disillusioned devotees were scattered east and west.”229  When the Dicks’ 
contract was up, the Ferms returned on October 1, 1933.  They were much older by now, 
and Elizabeth’s health was failing.  She recovered from her first stroke in 1934, but had 
another one in 1937 that led her to resign from teaching (she died in 1944).  However, 
Alexis Ferm was able to direct the school through the end of World War II.  Ferm 
reported in 1938 an attendance of 24 to 30 students.  He explained that the students 
“reflect the lives of their parents…if the parents are not sure whether this is what they 
want or not, sometimes the children are encouraged to come and sometimes not.”230  By 
1950, the Modern School was essentially a small kindergarten with an average of nine 
students in attendance, mostly ranging from ages four to seven years.231  
Without students to pay tuition, the already troubled budget worsened during the 
Great Depression.  The teachers were on a “starving wage” and the buildings were again 
in a state of disrepair.232  The Road to Freedom often petitioned readers to raise funds for 
the Modern School, particularly during the 1930s.  For instance, in a July 1931 issue, Jim 
Dick called for a membership drive, asking the readers to contribute, hoping that they 
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“will sympathize and help us to carry on this work which has so much in common with 
[their] philosophy.”233  To further help raise funds, the Modern School held an annual 
costume ball at Webster Hall in Manhattan through the 1930s.  A program from a 
December 13, 1935 ball explained that these get-togethers were meant to reward and 
encourage those who worked hard to keep the school open and continue its commitment 
to libertarian ideals.  This same program also observed the degree to which public 
schools were shifting to include more freedom in education, which the Modern School 
leaders perceived to be a result of their ideals: “In this year of agitation for the activity 
idea in schools, when even in the public schools they are discussing the question of 
‘freedom of expression’ in the work of the children, it is time for the pioneers to get 
together to congratulate themselves and each other.”234  While celebrated by the 
anarchists, the changes in American education eventually became a detriment to the 
Modern School that further compounded the problems encountered during the Russian 
Revolution and the Great Depression. 
10. Progressive Education, Public Schools, and Montessori 
In addition to parent complaints and a general lack of a unified theory, as well as 
the impact of the changes in radicalism during the interwar period, the Modern School 
also had to compete with the rising popularity of Progressive Education and the 
Montessori Method.  Paul Avrich demonstrates in his research the impact of the Modern 
School on later progressive experiments like A.S. Neill’s Summerhill School in England 
during the 1960s.  In fact, the relationship between the Modern School and so-called 
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“progressive” schools dates back further than Summerhill. 235  Even while exerting an 
influence on other schools, the Modern School movement itself was heavily influenced 
by the Progressive Education movement in America at the turn of the century.  In its own 
time, the Modern School was often (mistakenly) described as a “progressive school.”236  
While the label is misleading, it is certainly true that the Modern School impacted the 
evolution of education, and the Progressive Education movement, from the 1910s to 30s.  
Gradually, some progressive and libertarian education ideas found their way into 
mainstream educational theory, as even public schools became more student-centered.  
These reforms in mainstream education ultimately led to a decline in the demand for the 
alternative offered by the Modern School (which was already in decline due to radicalism 
losing popularity in general).  Much in the same way that Progressive Era reforms 
coopted and disarmed radicalism in general, Progressive Education made the Modern 
School movement less relevant. 
The history of Progressive Education is intertwined with the Modern School 
movement, as leading figures in the movement like John Dewey were in constant 
interaction with the Modern School in New Jersey.  The anarchists regularly celebrated 
and cited the work of John Dewey in their writings.  Carl Zigrosser, editor and writer for 
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The Modern School magazine beginning in 1917, found inspiration in Dewey’s writing.  
In one of the first issues, Zigrosser wrote a “rave review” of Dewey’s most famous book, 
Democracy and Education.237  He viewed Dewey and the anarchists’ goals as aligned:  
“John Dewey is not a socialist but a man with a social point of view so broad and rational 
that all radicals can meet him on common ground.”238  Dewey’s approach, according to 
Zigrosser, was in keeping with the Enlightenment roots of radical education and 
Francisco Ferrer’s ideals.239  Later teachers in the 1930s, like Jim Dick, also often praised 
Dewey.240  Even Alexis Ferm brought up John Dewey’s educational experiments on 
several occasions in The Road to Freedom.241  The respect and admiration apparently 
went both ways.  The New York Times reported that Dewey visited in the Modern School 
and “got some of his learning-by-doing and education-is-life ideas there.”242   
The Modern School may have had an impact on public schools as well, at least on 
New Jersey educators.  As early as 1919, the Modern School in Stelton attracted attention 
from local mainstream educators.  As discussed, several students at the Modern School 
attended high school, and a few of them did very well on the entrance exams in January 
1919.  Here were students who had never been exposed to traditional educational 
practices passing the state exams: “They were quite unaccustomed to educational ordeals, 
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had never worked for ‘grades,’ had never been ‘flunked’ nor ‘promoted,’ but had studied 
various subjects mostly for the pure joy of learning.”  A week following the exams, two 
New Jersey educational officials visited the Modern School; the scores of the anarchist 
students piqued their curiosity.  One was an exam administer, and the other was the 
county superintendent; they came “quite officially in the interests of public education.”  
After asking several questions about the school, the two officials said they would allow 
the students that had passed the exams admission into New Brunswick High School the 
following school year.  The experience had a two-fold impact on the Modern School.  
First, it showed the teachers at the Modern School that their method was working. Their 
students had passed the conventional exams: “These children did it.”  Secondly, it 
revealed the public schools found some of the ideals of the Modern School “worth 
pursuing.”243  Similar visitations by educators increased in the 1930s.  In 1934, Alexis 
Ferm reported that the Modern School in Stelton was visited a few times by several staff 
members of the Primary Schools of Plainview, including several teachers and at least one 
principal.  As before, these educators wanted to see the school because of the success 
students found after they left the Modern School and entered these public schools.  Ferm 
wrote, “When they left they wished that they could put some of our ideas into 
practice.”244  In 1936, the elementary educational department at New York University 
also requested a visit the school.  They were informed that the Modern School “has done 
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outstanding work in providing opportunities for all-round child development and the 
measurement of such growth.”245 
The principals and teachers of the Modern School often noted the changes that 
were occurring in public schools, and often took partial credit for the progress.  The 
Modern School magazine reprinted a bulletin from the Association for the Advancement 
of Progressive Education regarding the advances made in education in 1919 and reported 
that “public schools in many cities and county districts are responding to the stimulus of 
this new movement which is bound in time to revolutionize the art and practice of 
education, substituting, as it does, methods of interest based on life problems for methods 
of drudgery, and making education a joy to children instead of a training received 
apathetically or with direct hostility.”246  While complaining about the push from parents 
for more academics and structure, Alexis Ferm too reported on the changes in public 
schools:  “In the conservative schools there is repeatedly entering a progressive or radical 
note, while in the progressive schools as well as in the radical centers there is always the 
tendency towards standardization.”247 
In addition to public schools, the members of the Ferrer Association paid close 
attention to the Montessori Method, a contemporary experiment in education initiated by 
Maria Montessori that was gaining traction in libertarian education circles.  To a small 
extent, the anarchists admired Montessori.  Leonard Abbott hailed her as “a kindred spirit 
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at certain points.”248  Anarchists compared Montessori’s approach to Ferrer’s:  
“Both…condemn the prevailing system of education, and insist on the importance of 
developing the individuality of the child.”  However, their differences to Montessori were 
more important to the Modern School movement than their similarities, and the 
anarchists were often very critical of Montessori:  “The practice of both is in frequent 
agreement; much of the Montessori method is compatible with the idea of the Modern 
School, though the teacher of Ferrer is libertarian, and that of Montessori is authority in 
subtle disguise.”249  Manuel Kromoff offered a similar “attack” on her methods in the 
first issue of The Modern School magazine.  Kromoff praised Montessori for abandoning 
rows of chairs and grades, and called it “a step-up towards libertarian education.”  For 
anarchists like Kromoff, Montessori’s method did “make an attempt to free the body of 
the child,” but not the mind.  Additionally, Kromoff objected to her promise of a 
Christian afterlife (Ferrer was staunchly atheist in his teachings).  He criticized “the daily 
schedule of the Montessori pupils,” which included “religious exercises at ten o’clock 
and prayer at noon, in which they are promised heavenly reward and threatened with a 
Catholic hell.”250  Indeed, much of the criticism anarchists had of the Montessori Method 
was of its religious undertones.  Robert Hutchinson wrote about Montessori in another 
article for The Modern School magazine, “She believes in liberty...and she writes a 
chapter on independence, yet she is herself a Roman Catholic and encourages her 
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children to follow that most dogmatic of all religions.”251  The anarchists also objected to 
the fact that a corporation bought and patented the Montessori apparatus (colorful shapes, 
blocks and puzzles similar to Froebel gifts).  The Montessori Method stagnated in 
popularity in the United States after 1914, following a critique of her methods published 
by Dewey’s student, educational theorist William Heard Kilpatrick, but her reputation 
soon rebounded.  As the years went on, Montessori became even more popular and 
financially successful.  Indeed, the Montessori movement saw far more success than 
anarchist education, and perhaps the Modern School grew somewhat bitter, as evidenced 
by the increasingly critical essays in The Modern School.  The Modern School members 
saw Montessori as an inferior model of education, but also as competition.  In the 1960s, 
Montessori’s approach saw another resurgence and it became so popular that her methods 
found their way into public schools, particularly kindergarten age and younger.  
By the 1940s, the Modern School was no longer the only option for those who 
wanted a libertarian education.  The inclusion of some progressive and libertarian ideas in 
free public schools must have had an effect on parents who were already struggling 
financially due to the Great Depression.  Additionally, the working-class, immigrant 
parents wanted their children to succeed in higher education.  Now that public schools 
were offering shops and were far less rigid, radicals might have found them less 
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11. World War II and Post-War Prosperity, 1939-1961  
The Modern School movement was on its last legs by the time of the World War 
II, and by the end of it, the school and radicalism was damaged beyond repair.252  A 
Modern School publication marking the thirty-third anniversary of the school lamented: 
“Two wars and a world revolution have seen old friends fall away under the impact of 
new dogma.”253  During World War II, an embarkation camp (Camp Kilmer) was built 
next to the community in Stelton.  The soldiers constantly invaded and harassed the 
children of the Modern School.  The Ferrer colonists, who previously had never locked 
their doors, had to now deal with several burglaries and “at least one rape.”254  To make 
matters worse, after the war, the school and community had to endure another Red Scare 
in the late 1940s.  In 1948, the Modern School invited accused Soviet Communist spy, 
Gehard Eisler, to speak.  It drew so much controversy that Alexis Ferm was forced to 
declare the school “would no longer be used for political purposes.”255  Several colonists 
had moved in order to find jobs during the Great Depression, and in the late 1940s the 
Ferrer Colony continued to sell off its land as it increased in demand and value.  The 
colonists that remained were not always happy with their new neighbors.  The Stelton 
colony was gripped by a “small panic” as a few African American families moved in 
down the street from the Modern School.256  It seems that the radical immigrants were 
Americanized enough to feel racism.   
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The decline and ultimate demise of the Modern School led anarchists to lose faith 
in libertarian education and coincided with the decline of American radicalism in general.  
After World War II, even the relentlessly dedicated Alexis Ferm became cynical about 
the future of education.  He predicted the 1930s trend of public schools embracing more 
libertarian approaches would fade in the post-World War II period, a time when the 
United States government became more authoritarian.  He reported to the Modern School 
Association in 1945 that “the Progressive methods that some Public Schools adopted in 
recent years, in which children had a glimpse of freedom will soon be changed again, and 
I fear, to a more serious degree of regimentation.”257  World War II seems to have 
destroyed Ferm’s hopes for the future of humankind as well.  In another report a year 
later, he wrote about the impact of commercialism in post-war America: 
I often wonder have we come to a stalemate in our evolution, what with 
the wars and purges and race and religious social hatreds.  Certainly if the 
human being is going to do more than follow in the wake of the crowd, the 
crowd that is led by some business schemers, who lie awake at nights 
thinking of how they can induce the women as well as the men to buy 
some needless thing that will put money into the coffers of some 
company, I say that if that is all that can be expected of the human being 
then there is not hope for the regeneration of society.  I am strongly of the 
opinion that this civilization, the western civilization, is on the down 
grade.258 
 
The Stelton Modern School closed in 1953, and in 1961 the Modern School Association 
of America dissolved and sold off all remaining land.  The military camp during World 
War II and the changes in American real estate that followed the war were the main 
factors in the decision to finally close the Modern School in Stelton.  However, it seems 
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the idea and drive behind the Modern School movement had already died.  JoAnn 
Wheeler Burbank, who taught in Stelton for 11 years, said the school had already lost the 
“radical fire, sprit and pioneer gumption.”259   
Despite the despair and cynicism that followed the Second World War, the 
Modern School would be remembered for decades by former students and colonists in a 
largely positive light.  Paul Avrich’s interviews, as well as those by local New Jersey 
newspapers in the 1970s and 80s, demonstrate the lasting legacy of the Modern School in 
Stelton.  What is more, in the early 1970s a few former colonists, teachers and students 
along with Avrich created the “Friends of the Modern School” organization to preserve 
the memory of the school and community in Stelton.  One of their first accomplishments 
was the creation of the Modern School Collection at the Rutgers University Library 
archives in New Brunswick, a few miles from the Stelton school. 260  And beginning in 
1973, the Friends of the Modern School organized annual reunions (Avrich was the first 
key-note speaker, followed by Laurence Vesey the following year).  The last of these 
reunions was held in 2015.  The spark and hope that inspired the Modern School 
movement seems to have endured. 
 
III. Conclusion 
From the first troubled years, the Modern School suffered from theoretical discord 
inherent in anarchist theory, namely the conflict between the individualist and communist 
schools of thought.  These two ideas manifested in the Modern School of New York and 
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Stelton as the divide between the politically-driven versus the libertarian methods of 
education.  Indeed, the basic foundations of anarchism were tested in the Modern School, 
specifically the belief that humans were born free of corruption.  Anarchists held that if 
you removed dogma and authoritarian structures, children would be freed and would thus 
“free the race.”  However, as we saw in the primary sources, particularly the student 
work, this was often not the case (to be sure, the students occasionally created work that 
was somewhat politically motivated).  These conflicts were further made evident in the 
quick turnover of teachers (which further muddled the school’s educational focus).  
Coupled with parents who had conflicting demands, the school struggled to set a clear, 
cohesive pedagogical vision.   
The primary sources demonstrate at length the many ways in which the students 
at the Modern School tested the anarchists’ libertarian principles.  Indeed, using the 
Modern School as a microcosm, it seems an anarchist society based on individualist 
principles is unlikely to succeed.  However, the ideological divides and the failure to 
achieve anarchism in the here and now were not the main contributors to the decline in 
anarchist education.  Rather, it was the specific, unique historical circumstances and 
changes in American society that led to the demise of the Modern School.  In the first 
year of the school in New York City, Will Durant accurately predicted this cause of its 
decline: “If the Modern School ever closes its doors, if it ever gives up the fight it is 
making for a rational education, it will not be because libertarian theory will have been 
shown to be impractical, but because the experiment has been made under the adverse 
circumstances which always attend so revolutionary an enterprise; the failure of the 




of the manner which…and the circumstances under which that theory has been 
applied.”261  The school succeeded in the early 1900s at a time when radicalism was in 
vogue and immigrants with leftist ideas were pouring into cities, mixing with Americans 
who were keen to realize revolutionary theories.  However, America saw a decline in 
radicalism during the First World War with the rise of Bolshevism, which caused an anti-
radical backlash and a crisis within radical ideology.  The experience of the radical 
immigrants at the Modern School also opens a window into the assimilation process.  The 
more assimilated immigrants became, the less they were drawn to leftist ideologies like 
communism or anarchism.  Thus, the Modern School movement’s decline coincided with 
the decline in radicalism among immigrants.   
In addition, the Great Depression destroyed the school’s funding and led many 
parents to send their children to public schools, which were catching up via the advances 
made by libertarian and progressive experiments in education like John Dewey and Maria 
Montessori’s.  Ironically, the Modern School movement’s own prescience and influence 
on public education further contributed to its irrelevance.  As public schools became less 
rigid and offered more opportunities and vocational options, there was less of a need for 
alternative avenues of education such as the Modern School offered.  When immigrants 
came to America in the late 1800s and early 1900s, they were shocked to find 
authoritarianism and capitalism running wild, and they did not want their children to be 
indoctrinated by the public schools.  However, as they became more Americanized, the 
allure of capitalism led them to seek better lives for their children.  By the 1950s, New 
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York City parents had far better options, and the lure of anarchist education, like that of 
anarchism itself, diminished. 
Evaluating the success of the Modern School reveals problems with analyzing 
anarchism in general.  Even the question of when the school was most effective depends 
on one’s views of anarchism—should education be strictly libertarian or politically 
motivated?  Historians studying anarchist education struggle with this just as the 
anarchists themselves did at the time.  Tager and Fidler seem to argue anarchism must 
have some political agenda, thus they favored the New York years because they were 
more political.  Avrich accepted both definitions, but in general thought too much 
libertarian education, particularly Alexis Ferm’s departure from traditional academic 
subjects, was a detriment to the Modern School.  If one favors individualist anarchism, 
then the school in Stelton was ideal.  In fact, I argue the school in its later years was still 
in keeping with Ferrer’s more political ideals.  The primary sources demonstrate that 
anarchists can realize social revolutionary goals without explicitly teaching them—the 
teachers and students in Stelton were still following the anarchist doctrine by creating an 
anarchist society in the here and now.   
 
IV. Epilogue: Lessons for Teachers Today 
The Modern School movement provides lessons not only for anarchists and 
historians, but also for educators today.  The freedom students were afforded at the 
Modern School gave children a stake in their education and motivated them to keep 




oddly prophetic of today’s push for more student-centered learning in education, but also 
demonstrated the limits of such an approach.   
The Ferms’ aversion to academics was undoubtedly unpopular among parents, 
students, and even historians like Paul Avrich.  However, the Ferms stayed longer than 
most teachers, and by most accounts, their years in Stelton were quite successful.  Even 
though historians argue the Ferms moved away from Ferrer’s principles at the Modern 
School in Stelton, I think Ferrer would be happy to see the students working together on a 
magazine, performing a play, or weaving baskets.  The freedom students were afforded 
led a lot of children to love school, which rarely happens in public schools.   
A lot can be learned from the anarchists and their experiment in education, and 
teachers have a responsibility to the children and the future of humanity, just as the 
anarchists believed.  They should be wondering at all times: How can we help make the 
best human beings possible?  Is it through state-mandated education?  Or something else?  
Perhaps teachers should move the students out of rows and have them work together on 
meaningful projects.  But will this be enough?  And how do educators deal with 
resistance to change, from the state, other teachers, or even parents?  Are their goals even 
achievable?  Teachers today should remember the anarchists’ resilience, relentless 
dedication, and passion to educate children and make a better world.  
The most important lesson of the Modern School movement might come from its 
internal ideological divides and the many criticisms of the libertarian approach from 
former teachers, students, and even historians.  As a former student in Stelton explains, 
“No one system fits all children, not the Ferms’, not the public school’s.”262  The Modern 
                                                          




School’s favorite contemporary educator, John Dewey, can offer some advice for 
teachers seeking lesson from the Modern School movement.  In 1938, decades after 
writing his famous Democracy and Education in 1916, Dewey revisited and revised his 
theories after years of experience in his experimental schools and in light of criticism of 
Progressive Education.  For Dewey, when an educational theory is made in response or 
reaction to an established theory, it runs the risk of developing its principles “negatively 
rather than positively and constructively.”263  The practices of the new approach are thus 
overshadowed by a rejection of the old, instead of constructively building something new 
in the image of its own theory (just as the Modern School teachers were often 
preoccupied with public schools).  Dewey advises that future educational theorists 
“should think in terms of Education itself rather than in terms of some ‘ism’ about 
education.”264 There are many things to learn from the Modern School and educators 
today can still benefit from them without necessarily subscribing to anarchism or 
libertarian education.  Teachers are free to pick and choose which aspects work best for 
them and their students.  We need not subscribe to only one “ism,” whether it be 
libertarianism, communism, individualism, progressivism, or anarchism—just as long as 
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V. Images of the Modern School 
Figure 1: Elizabeth Ferm with the kindergarteners, 1922.265 
 
 
Figure 2:  A play outdoors in Stelton, New Jersey, ca. 1920.266 
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Figure 6: (Right) Image of a member of the working 









Figure 7: (Left) Sam Goldman’s Relief Sculpture271 
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